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Powell Report Released, Lists Seven Proposals 
Student Affairs Study Issued Monday After 16 Months Of Formulation 
Dean J. C. Powell 
By JOE EDWARDS 
News Editor 
The Student Affairs Report, which if 
approved, would govern the lives of all 
Eastern students, was submitted to the 
Faculty Senate Monday after 16 months 
of formulation. 
The report, divided into two major 
parts totaling 58 typed pages, includes 
seven recommendations. One part con- 
tains the recommendations, while the 
other is titled "Student Relationships," 
which the reports states "embodies the 
major work. . . in attempt to define stu- 
dent relationships, delineate regulations 
and offenses, and provide for disciplinary 
and appeal procedures." 
Written by  an  eight-member faculty v 
committee, the report is  scheduled for 
Senate discussion, and possible vote, Mon- 
day, March 8. 
The recommendations are: 
That the Women's Residence Inter- 
Dorm Board study and review regulations 
concerning coeds' residence halls, and 
scrutinize rules regarding closing hours, 
check-out procedures, and the "point 
system" for violations. 
The recommendation further requests 
that the Board suggest rule revisions to 
the dean of women for her review and 
submission to proper University officials. 
Another recommendation is that stu- 
dents be appointed to membership on ad- 
ministrative committees, with five limita- 
tions, and that students be given voting 
privileges, excepting students on the Stu- 
dent Disciplinary Board, a recommended 
change of name from the Welfare Com- 
mittee. 
A third recommendation calls for the 
establishment of an ombudsman whose 
duties would include hearing "requests, 
concerns, and grievances of students" and 
assisting students in solving problems. 
A fourth recommendation calls for a 
compilation of all rules concerning stu- 
dents. 
A fifth recommendation calls for the 
adoption of the "Student Relationships" 
part as University policy. 
A sixth recommendation is that a Uni- 
versity Center Board be established to 
plan for use of the proposed student cen- 
ter. 
A last recommendation stresses that 
proper Eastern channels be utilized to ac- 
quaint faculty and staff with their im- 
portant role in handling student prob- 
lems, and that the Office of Student Af- 
fairs be supported "in the exercise of its 
responsibilities and that continued care 
be exercised in the selection of individ- 
uals to fill these important roles." 
The "Student Relationships" part, 
which contains 46 of the 58 pages, in- 
cludes 5 sections, headed "Fundamental 
Principles,"    "Ge*feral Regulations Con- 
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Rush Week 
To Start Sunday 
Rush W«k a pre- Initiation 
period for Greek organisations 
on campus, will begin Sunday 
with a sorority tea and a frat- 
ernity smoker. 
The sorority council will 
host a tea In Walnut Hall from 
2-4:80 p.m. on Sunday for girls 
who are Interested in pledging a 
sorority. In order to be eligible 
fDr rush, attendance at this 
tea is compulsory. 
A smoker will be held In the 
Grlse Room of the Combs 
Building for potential fra - 
ternlty rushees at 2 p.m. Those 
men who have been enrolled with 
the university    for either   the 
fall or spring semester and 
have a cumulative 2.0 ave - 
rage are eligible to attend. 
An open house will be held 
en fraternity floors Sunday even- 
ing. Fraternity floors in Dupree 
are 11th Beta Omlcron Chi; 
10th, Kappa Alpha; 9th Pi 
Kappa Alpha, and «h. Theta 
Chi. In Todd are: ^Ith, Phi 
Pelta Theta; 10th, Sigma Nu; 
9th, Tau Kappa Epsilon; and 
8th, Delta Upsllon. 
Monday evening at 6 p.m., a 
banquet sponsored by the Inter- 
Fraternity Council will be given 
for the rushees In the Student 
Union Building. 
Sunday, February 16   — 2:00-4:30, Walnut Hall,  Tea for all 
interested rushees (Church attire) 
Monday, February 17 — Rushees whose last names begin with 
A through L attend parties: 
5:30   Alpha Delta Pi — McGregor Recreation Room 
6:30    Chi Omega — McGregor Date Lounge 
7:30   Alpha Gamma Delta — Case 
8:30    Kappa Phi Delta — Burnam 
9:30    Kappa Delta — Walters 
Tuesday  February 18 — Rushees whose last name begins with 
M through Z attend parties:   ' 
5:30    Kappa Delta — Walters 
6:30    Kappa Phi Delta — Burnam 
7:30   Alpha Gamma Delta — Case 
8:30    Chi Omega —"McGregor Date Lounge 
9:30    Alpha Delta Phi — McGregor recreation room 
Wednesday,   February 19  —  Individual  parties by invitation 
only: 
5:30   Alpha Delta Pi — McGregor recreation reom 
6:30   Chi Omega — McGregor Date Lounge 
7:30   Alpha Gamma Delta — Case 
8:30   Kappa Phi Delta — Burnam 
9:30    Kappa Delta —. Walters 
Friday, February 21 — "Preference Night," parties by invita- 
tion only. 
5:30    Kappa Delta — Walters 
6:30    Kappa Phi Delta — Burnam 
7:30   Alpha Gamma Delta — Case 
8:30   Chi Omega — McGregor Date Lounge 
9:30 Alpha Delta Pi — McGregor Recreation Room 
School attire is suitable. Preference parties require a cocktail 
dress Bids shall be given out at each individual sororities con- 
venience on Saturday. February 22. It is most important that 
each rushee bring 5 pictures with her to the Monday night 
parties. Each sorority must have a picture. It will only hurt you 
if each group doesn't have a snap shot. 
(Continued on Page Six) 
Student Discount Cards 
Again Being Sold 
cerning Student Behavior," "Student Af-* 
fairs Agencies and Committees," "Pro- 
cedures in Disciplinary Cases," and "Stu- 
dent Publications." 
Included in these sections are suggested 
rules which would: 
Forbid open visitation in residence 
halls. 
Forbid full-time, unmarried, non-com- 
muter students to live in off-campus hous- 
ing unless "the design capacity" of all re- 
sidence halls has been filled. 
Require student organizations to de- 
posit and handle funds through the Of- 
fice of Business Affaire. 
Require approval from the Student Af- 
fairs Committee for groups to have speak- 
ers not affiliated with Eastern give an 
address on campus. 
Also, included are 21 student offenses, 
among them: 
Willfully obstructing or interfering 
with ongoing Eastern activities, including 
aiders and abetters. 
Using coercion, riot, or violence to in- 
terfere with the freedom of expression 
and or legitimate activities of others on 
campus. 
Possessing, using, giving, or selling 
drugs classified as narcotics, barbituates, 
amphetamines, hallucinogenics, etc., ex- 
cept under the direction of a licensed phy- 
sician. 
Possessing or consuming alcoholic bev- 
erages on University property. 
One section stipulates that accused stu- 
dent violators of campus rules be coun- 
seled about alleged violations by a staff 
member of the office of Vice-President 
for Student Affairs. 
Agencies listed to hear alleged infrac- 
tions of campus rules are Student Court, 
residence halls' judicial boards, the Stu- 
dent Affairs Committee, the Student Dis- 
ciplinary Board, and the Board of Re- 
gents. 
Regarding accused student violators 
facing court action, one section states 
that Eastern "cannot and will not abro- 
gate its responsibility to protect its pur- 
pose and processes and may take discip- 
linary action, independent of any action 
taken by courts, whenever a student com- 
mits a listed offense or his conduct . . . 
constitutes a threat to the University 
community or any of its members." 
Among recommendations in the smal- 
ler report part, limitations on students 
appointed to administrative committees 
include: 
Appointment by the president of the 
University. 
Appointees must be "in good standing," 
and be juniors, seniors, or graduate stu- 
dents. 
Appointees to standing administrative 
committees could serve on a maximum of 
two. 
Appointments would be for a year. 
The ombudsman, according to another 
recommendation, would be a senior faculty 
or staff member with "knowledge of the 
total University operation." 
The report also stipulates that the 
Vice-President for Student Affairs com- 
pile campus rules "30 that there may be 
a specific depository to which a student 
may turn for reference to regulations." 
Regarding the establishment of the 
University Center Board, the recom- 
mendation also calls for an ad hoc study 
and advisory committee to consider the 
composition and function of the Board. 
Two meetings have been scheduled for 
discussion on the report. The meetings, 
designed primarily for members of the 
Faculty Senate but also open to students 
and faculty and staff members, will be 
Tuesday, Feb. 25, from 3 to 5 p.m., and 
Wednesday, Feb. 26, from 2 to 4 p.m. 
The meetings will be in the conference 
room, Administration Building. 
Executive Dean J. C. Powell, chairman 
of the committee which wrote the report, 
told the Progress Monday that he is 
"pleased" with the group's result. 
"Each issue which came before the 
committee was subjected to thorough de- 
bate and discussion," Dean Powell noted. 
Other members of the committee were 
Mrs. Aimee Alexander, Dr. Evelyn Fran- 
"s. Lee Gentry, Mrs. Dixie Mylum, Al- 
fred Patrick, Dr. William Sexton and 
Dr. Robert Stebbins. 
The committee, and two advisory 
groups, are the result of a study initiated 
by Eastern President Robert R. Martin in 
September, 1967, to determine "the rights 
and responsibilities of all students." 
Upon commissioning the committees, 
President Martin stressed scrutiny of the 
"in loco parentis" (in the place of a par- 
ent) concept. 
The student advisory group, chaired by 
Student Council President Steve Wilborn, 
submitted a nine-page report late last 
April. 
The faculty committee has been meet- 
ing since September, usually weekly, 
Dean Powell said. 
In other Senate business, four associate 
degree and one baccalaureate degree pro- 
grams were approved. 
Associate of Arts degree programs 
were unanimously approved in broadcast- 
ing technology, supervisory broadcasting, 
instructional media technology, and child 
care. 
The baccalaureate program approved 
was electronic data processing, taking the 
place of a two-year program. 
■ » 
Wilborn Urges Council 
To Prepare For Report 
Prayerful Plea 
Close games are bad enough, but overtimes 
are unbearable. This coed, Linda Carey, ap- 
pears to be asking for some type of divine 
intervention in the ■ waning moments. Stories 
on Eastern's upset win over league leading 
Western can be found on page four. 
(Staff photo by Cralg Clover) 
BY JOHN  PERKINS 
STAFF  WRITER 
Student Council president Steve 
Wilborn told the student rep - 
resentatlves Tuesday to "come 
prepared to discuss the Student 
Affairs report" at next week's 
meeting. 
wilborn, who called the re- 
port a "very, very Important 
matter/' requested that each 
member of the Council bring his 
own copy of the report (which is 
printed In this week's Issue of 
the Progress) to the next meet- 
ing on February 18. 
Wilborn also Informed the 
meeting that the Student Ad - 
vlsory Committee to the Stu - 
dent Affairs Committee would 
be present next week to aid the 
members of the Council in the 
interpretation of the report. 
The Student Affairs report, 
which is the product of a year 
and a half of research by a com- 
mittee headed by Dean J. C. Pow- 
ell, was released Monday at the 
Faculty Senate meeting. 
In other action, a two month 
old proposal for a Student Coun- 
cil sponsored computer dance 
was defeated by voice vote. 
Various members of the Coun- 
cil expressed concern over the 
time period Involved in prep- 
arations for the dance. It was 
discovered by Kip Cameron 
the president' of the freshman 
class, that processing of the 
computer cards for the event 
would take at least   ten weeks. 
More doubt was cast upon the 
feasibility of the dance when 
Steve Wilborn asked for a show 
of hands by those who would be 
Interested in participating in a 
computer dance. Less than one- 
fourth of the members Indicated 
that they would be. 
Veteran's club president Char- 
les Poynter revised his pro- 
posal concerning the "reading 
week," which would provide for 
a week without classes right be- 
fore finals weeks this semester. 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Chi Omega Installed 
Spending more lately and 
enjoying it less? Student dis- 
count cards   could   be for you. 
The cards, which ■ are being 
sold for SO cents by the Stu- 
dent Council, provide from five 
to IS percent discounts on tran- 
sactions at six Richmond bus- 
inesses. 
The cards provide a 10 per- 
cent discount on purchases at 
Andy's Pizza Palace, a five to 
15 percent discount on merchan- 
dise (excepting tobacco, food 
promotion and Red tag Items; 
at Begley's Drug Store, 25 cents 
off haircuts (excepting on Sat- 
urdays') at the By—Pass Barber 
Shop, and a 15 percent discount 
on dry cleaning at Colonial Dry 
Cleaners. 
The cards also may be used 
toward a five to 10 percent dis- 
count on merchandise . pur - 
chased at Lei-man's Department 
Store, and toward a 10 percent' 
discount on food and beverages 
at specified hours at the Moon- 
ray Restaurant. 
More businesses   are   being 
contacted for possible participa- 
tion, according to Jim Pelle- 
grinon chairman of the Stu- 
dent Discount Service. 
Cards are good until Sept. 1. 
Pellegrlnon estimated 1,600 
have been sold mis school year 
the first for the service. Cards 
purchased during the fall sem- 
ester will remain valid until 
next September. 
Play Tonight 
Martin Dubermann's "In White 
America" will ^e presented by 
Eastern's theater group on 
February 12-15. The play is 
historically based and relates* 
the life of the Negro In Ameri- 
ca. 
Miss Patricia Melody is di- 
recting the production and the 
company Includes: Lelanl Butler, 
Evelyn Cole^ Fran Harris, Fal- 
vla Smith, Cathy Thornton, Rob- 
ert Carver, Darrell Garrett, 
Mike Laycick, Larry Pergram, 
Steve Stanley Teddy Taylor, 
Robert Wartleid, and Mike Wil- 
son. 
Pi Kappa Alpha became East- 
ern's first national social Greek 
-letter fraternity last weekend. 
Individual initiation for the forty 
-one members of the PI Kappa 
Colony was held Saturday night, 
February     8   1969 on campus. 
The Zeta Tau Chapter of the 
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity was 
Installed and officers officially 
took office on Sunday February 
9 1969 at the First Christian 
Church  In downtown Richmond. 
The newly elected officers for 
the Spring semester are: S. M. 
C. (President) Michael H. Black- 
burn. I. M. C.(Vice President) 
Frank Smart, Th.C. (Treasurer) 
Tim Lanfersiek, S. C., (Sec - 
retary) Jeff Bonnell, and MS 
(Sgt.     -at -arms) Bill Barker. 
Mr. Michael Trueman, na - 
tlonal field secretary for the 
fraternity administered the na- 
tional pledge test Saturday after- 
noon to the pre-inltlates. Fol - 
lowing the dinner at the Holiday 
Inn, two Initiation teams from 
the Omega Chapter at the Uni- 
versity of Kentucky and the Alpha 
Lambda Chapter at George - 
town College conducted the in- 
itiation ceremonies. 
At 2:30 p.m., Sunday, the 
initiation team from Kappa Chap- 
ter at Transylvania College and 
Dr. Robert Lynn, Pi Kappa Al- 
pha Supreme Council member 
and National Editor, installed the 
Zeta Tau chapter. 
Also Instrumental In Sunday's 
Installation were Mr. John u. 
Field, Dr. John Davidson Mr. 
James Harris and Mr. Mich- 
ael Trueman. Dr. Davidson and 
Mr.  Harris are two of the six 
Pikes on Eastern's faculty. 
' Following the afternoon In- 
stallation a banquet was held 
at the Richmond Holiday Inn. 
Dr. Robert Lynn, Supreme Coun- 
cilman, was the guest speaker. 
Dean Paul Seyfrit, the Inter - 
fraternity Council sponsor, and 
Mr. Steve Wilborn Presi 
dent of Eastern's Student Body, 
were also present. The Presi- 
dents of all fraternities     and 
m I ■    ■ ■W I 
Installation Speaker 
Mr. Michael Trueman, national field secre- 
tary for fraternity speaks to the members of 
Pi Kappa Alpha  Fraternity. The fraternity 
became Eastern's first national social Greek- 
letter fraternity last weekend. 
( Staff photo by Cralg Clover) 
sororities were invited and well 
represented at the banquet. 
Chi Omega 
CM Omega fraternity In - 
stalled their Gamma Theta chap- 
ter Sunday February 9,1969 on 
Eastern's Campus. The former 
members of Lambda Phi Omega 
became pledges to the chapter 
in an initiation ceremony in 
Case Committee room. 
The ceremony was conducted 
by Lynn Giise, President of the 
Lambda Alpha chapter from the 
University of Kentucky. Also par- 
ticipating In the ceremony were 
Mrs. Charles Blakemore alumna 
of Chi chapter at Transylvania 
and Mrs. Bollard Luxon, Lam- 
bda Alpha chapter. University of 
Kentucky. 
The following girls who were 
Initiated as   pledges to Gamma 
Theta      chapter   are:     Gittel 
Chase.     Carol Adams.   Brenda 
Butler, Elaine Britt  Joyce Ma- 
son, Lillian Wells   Sandy Wal - 
ter, Sherri Pean, Wanda Parton, 
Ricky Phllpot, Peggy Bryan. 
Donna Cailey, Suzy ScolaJoan- 
na Burton, Chris Brewer,Dianne 
Flcher       Kay Johnson     Lyn 
Bileska,     Pat   Theller    Carol 
Brassfield.   and      Lee   Ratliff. 
Chi Omega fraternity was foun- 
ded April 5   1895   at   the Unl - 
versify of Arksansas. The fra- 
(Continued on Page Six) 
The revised proposal shorten- 
ed the week of study to three 
days. Poynter also reminded the 
Council that the reading week, if 
approved, would be effected only 
on an experimental basis this 
year. 
More discussion on the read - 
lng week proposal was forward- 
ed to next week's meeting. 
Republicans 
To Attend 
Convention 
Approximately 40 members of 
Eastern's Young Republicans 
Club will attend the annual Ken- 
tucky Federation of College Re- 
publicans Convention Friday 
night and Saturday at Louis- 
ville. 
The convention, at which two of 
Eastern's students won top a- 
wards last year will be at the 
Kentucky Hotel. Dan Crum, sen- 
ior and president of the campus 
Young Republicans, said 35 of 
the Eastern students attending 
will be voting delegates. 
Crum said several state Re- 
publican politicians Governor 
Louie B. Nunn possibly among 
them, will attend. Between 350 
and 400 students from Young 
Republican clubs are expected 
to attend, Crum said. 
Kenn Harp, program chair - 
man of Eastern's Young Republi- 
cans and treasurer of Kentucky's 
federation, is a candidate for the 
state's Vice-chairmanship, the 
election for which will be Satur- 
day. 
Activities scheduled Friday 
for the convention Include a 
speech by Louisville lawyer 
BUI T. Warner, regional meet- 
ings for four federation dis - 
trlcts, and a Valentine's Dance 
featuring "The Matchbox." 
Activities scheduled for Sat- 
urday Include a workshop titled 
"How To Run A Campaign," re- 
ception, banquet with state con- 
gressman C. Ewbank Tucker, 
and the election of officers. 
Winners at last year's con- 
vention were Ann Preece now 
corresponding secretary for the 
local club who was named "Out- 
standing Young Republican Wo-" 
man," and BUI Brockman. who 
was selected "Outstanding Young 
Republican Man." 
Delegates are expected to re- 
turn to campus Saturday evening. 
I 
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Report Too Involved For Quick Reaction 
After eighteen months of study, work 
and inner battling, the Committee on Stu- 
dent Affairs released its long-awaited do- 
cument   Monday  to   the  Faculty  Senate. 
Since that time, Progress editors have 
been reading and re-reading the 58-page 
booklet in an attempt to determine what 
we felt were the reports strong points and 
weaknesses. 
Some of the vital issues that we had 
hoped would be incorporated in the report 
are not. But the report does establish com- 
mittees to study the problems of women's 
hours and dormitory policies, for instance. 
In those cases, no judgment can possibly 
be made until these studies are completed. 
It is vital that the appointed groups begin 
work  immediately. 
The Report does deal with other aspects 
of student life in depth. A student's rela- 
tionship with the University, his rights and 
responsibilities in what is described as    a 
m IT 
Student Council-A Last Hope 
by craig ammerman 
Student government on this campus was 
dealt another blow Tuesday when the Stu- 
dent Council met. 
As has. been the practice most of the year, 
"the legisiative body did practically nothing 
but waste time and destroy any notion one 
could conceive of an effective student gov- 
ernment. 
The one noteworthy thing they did ac- 
complish Tuesday was to withdraw from 
a proposed computer dance. Such an event 
may have a place on a college campus, but 
student government has no business fooling 
with it. That some of the representatives 
supported this dance says a lot for what kind 
of representation the, mass of students is re- 
ceiving. 
Last year a Lexington newspaper editor- 
ially praised the Student Council for its in- 
telligent disposal of two touchy matters, 
on«TW ROTC and the otfaafta race cqnttict. 
At that time, the Counctfwls desenfcg of 
praise."[Whatever has happened is.flrrd to 
determine. 
It is a definite truth that only complete 
revision can restore the Council to the re- 
sponible body it once was and must again 
be. That revision must involve reduction of 
the size of the Council and a better form 
of representation that includes all students. 
But that revision will not come until next 
fall, and that's certainly a frightening 
thought. Because next week the Council will 
be confronted with two very important mat- 
ters. Its. ability to dispose of them proper-, 
ly will determine whether or not this Coun- 
cil can be credited with anything but in- 
eptness. 
Intelligent discussion of anything for 
any reason at all has not found its way to 
the Council floor. Whether or not a motion 
passes usually depends on the mood of the 
representatives at that particular time. It's 
for sure there'll be no discussion. At least 
there hasn't been any yet. 
Some critics have accused the representa- 
tives of playing political games with the 
Council. I doubt that they're that intelli- 
gent, or even that interested. 
That brings us to next week, probably the 
most important Council session of the year. 
First of all, the Council will consider the 
just-released report on Student Affairs. The 
editorial printed on the top of this page 
details the importance which those deliber- 
ations will carry. The Council cannot expect 
its constituents to be treated responsibly if 
it does not handle this report in the same 
way. 
There is also another matter which will 
come to the Council's attention. It's a pro- 
gram entitled GROWTH, and it's worthy 
of consideration. 
GROWTH (Greater Richmond Opport- 
unity for Wider Tutorial Help) was organ- 
ized by faculty members and local educators 
to provide more and better tutorial help to 
all school children in Richmond. 
* The program was initiated by the. Metho- 
dist Student Center. They are currently 
reaching about 60 students a week with tu- 
toring services. That's a start, but the po- 
tential is much more. 
directors of the proc 
jjBJpters who are wil 
von*' thre^rwurta week tutoring * 
children. ** 
A University community-'should be vital- 
ly concerned in improving the educational 
quality of elementary and secondary schools. 
Wide tutorial help is a start in that direc- 
tion. 
So, next week is a big one for the Coun- 
cil. 
Whether or not they can responsibly dis- 
cuss the Student Affairs Report, whether or 
not they can help get a tutorial program off 
the ground will determine the effective- 
ness of the CounciL 
Up till now, the Council has done virt-» 
ually nothing all year. It has been bound 
by petty arguments, endless committee ap- 
pointments and disinterested, uninformed 
representatives. The Council still has one 
more chance to prove itself. 
If it does not succeed, the Council will no 
longer exist as an effective arm of student 
government. 
I hope students read the report thorough- 
ly and formulate opinions. I hope studentsv 
overflow the Council meeting next week to 
voice those opinions. I hope students come 
to the Council to help get the tutorial pro- 
gram moving. 
Then, maybe, as I see it, the Council will 
be forced to do something constructive. 
dual role of student-citizen is outlined in 
detail. „ .. 
Student involvement at policy-making 
levels, a cry that is now common to higher 
education anywhere, is also  discussed at 
length. , 
The most important thing we discovered 
is that one cannot judge this lengthy docu- 
ment in such a short time. To do so would 
be unfair to all involwd. Detailed study is 
required to gain insi$ts to the many signi- 
ficant points touched'upon by the eight- 
member faculty committee. 
There are, without doubt, certain points 
we consider strong. There gr* also other 
points which we believe oeed to be revised 
before they become the^^uiding force di- 
recting student comiuct onthis campus. 
The report goes to some length to insure 
'due process' to any student accused of any 
wrongdoing. In this area, a seven-man fa- 
culty-student committie will be established 
which will have definite powers regarding 
speaker policies, disciplinary measures and 
the entire scope of student affairs. 
That committee is probably one of the 
most significant contributions of the report. 
It calls for and provides student involve- 
ment in a very real way, not in some fabri- 
cated manner as has been the case previous- 
ly. However, we believe the faculty mem- 
bers of that committee should be appointed 
by the Faculty Senate and not by the Uni- 
versity president. Such a move is necessary 
to keep in accord with the report's philoso- 
phies which seems t^^all for more power 
at the grass-roots level. 
In the area of student publications, the 
report gives governing power to establish 
policies and make decisions to a Student 
Publications Board, a body that is control- 
led by student editor! That is also what 
we"**uld call^Rata* involvement -to a 
very;mi seeas* * ^ m- h «.     U" 
One shortcoming*TO>fin4,is tj^e area 
of the report txiat gives the University 
power to deal out punitive action to any 
student convicted of a. crime in a common 
law court. Such policies seem inconsistent 
with theories of democracy and higher ed- 
cuation. 
When a student leaves campus and com- 
mits a crime, he ceases to be a IJniverstiy 
student and becomes a citizen. Therefore, 
the University, an institution which should 
only be concerned with, its students as they 
relate to the educational process, should 
then have no judicial power. 
There are numerous other points of sig- 
nificance in the report. Just how significant 
they are, we haven't been able to determine. 
For those reasons, much of the report is 
reprinted in this paper. What couldn't be 
printed this week will apear next Thurs- 
day. 1 
However, our efforts will be wasted if 
students do not take time "to read, re-read 
and thoroughly examine this document 
This report will govern our actions as long 
as we remain here. We had better Show 
some interest. 
Next week the Student Council will de- 
vote much of its session to discussion of 
(Continued On Page Throe) 
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'-   -«-- Free Speech Union-. Good Idea, 
But Apparently Only Promises 
A little over three months ago the Stu- 
dent Council voted to establish a Free 
Speech Union.        / 
Such a union is designed to present 
forums for discussions of major problems, 
and to bring speakers expressing all kinds 
of ideologies to campus. 
i The idea of a Free Speech Union is a. 
good one. This campus needs such a union, 
but only if it is handled in-the right wayi 
Speakers must be chosen wisely. -All sides 
of a question must be explored, or students 
are guilty of the same kind of censorship 
they purport to hate. 
A month ago the Council voted to fund 
the Free Speech Union with $500. This 
money was to be used to bring speakers, or 
for anything necessary to the maintainment 
of the program. 
Since its inception The Progress has 
heard some beautiful things that the Free 
Speech Union was going to do. But we've 
failed to see anything from the group. 
One day they did present a speech by 
black militant Ron Derricks, but it was done 
with little notice and was poorly organized. 
And they have failed to present the other 
side of the question. 
Students who were behind the movement 
have talked of bringing numerous speakers 
to campus, but as of yet they haven't even 
invited anybody. 
When the Free Speech Union was organ- 
ized, we thought students were beginning 
to take their own steps towards creating 
meaningful programs. Promises of all 
kinds of things have brought no action. 
Now we can only believe that the stu- 
dents who supported that move were loud- 
mouths who never really had any intentions 
of doing anything. It looks as if the Free 
Speech Union is dead. It apparently only 
existed in someone's wild imaginations. 
We are even more shaken by the fact 
that some students who we considered re- 
sponsible leaders have failed miserably. 
.eiii.Jouif   Ajkii.'   vii    i. 
To The Editor 
Dear Editor: ' 
With the passing of Ralph McGill. journal- 
ism lost one of its most respected members. 
As you regularly published his column, we 
know you will miss him. 
As a replacement, we are suggesting Carl 
T. Rowan, distinguished journalist, author and 
former diplomat. The only reporter to win four 
consecutive Sigma Delta Chi awards, Carl T. 
Rowan has been Ambassador to Finland and 
Director of the U. S. Information Agency. Ro- 
wan's column now appears in more than 100 
newspapers. 
Sincerely, 
Robert M. Hall 
Publishers-Hall Syndicate 
(Editors' Note: With the death of Ralph 
McOIll, The Progress Is In the market for 
another syndicated columnist, one whose, witt- 
ing Is relevant to this college generation. This 
week we are printing (page three) the work of 
Carl T. Rowan, a former ambassador and state 
department employee under the administra- 
tions of former Presidents John Kennedy and 
Lyndon Johnson. Rowan, one of the most re- 
spected black leaders In the United States, Is 
syndicated In over 70 major dairy newspapers 
In tills country. He has also served on special 
commissions for the state department The 
Progress Invites comment to Rowan, for that 
is the only way we can obtain the best possible 
columnist) 
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Student Affairs Report, 
An Involved Document 
(Continued From Page Two) 
this report. It was anounced at the Faculty 
Senate meeting that open hearings would 
be conducted February 25 and 26. 
But those hearings are scheduled for a 
conference room. If the University is inter- 
ested in receiving reactions to this reportj 
then it must move these meetings to a much 
larger room that will pemiit the attendance 
of all persons interested in letting their 
opinions heard. 
This report will also test the interest and 
responsibility of the student body. If stu- 
dents are interested  in the system under 
which they must exist, then they will read 
the report, attend the hearings and make 
every effort to effect changes where they 
believe changes are needed. 
But if students do not voluntarily in- 
volve themselves, then they cannot expect 
the University to involve them. 
- The next few months are vitally im- 
portant. .How the University conducts it- 
self, and how the students conduct them- 
selves in the actions that will proceed im- 
plementation of this report will have great 
significance as to the direction Eastern 
takes in the future. . 
AMjta-aH 
- « Ami in Parts Todav. the Peare Talks Recessed Onee Again 
Wilh Both Sides Still Rejiorting No Progress ..." 
Blacks Will Gain Pride Only 
Through Individual Responsibility 
By CARL T. ROWAN 
CHATTANOOGA, Term. — Ameri- 
cans of all races must feel a measure of 
both anguish and dismay over the campus 
eruptions led by black students. 
People who have spent lifetimes trying 
to destroy an iniquitous, demeaning sys- 
tem of racial segregation now see black 
students demanding separate dormitories, 
trying to force institutions to add other 
trappings of racial separation. 
People who have fought doggedly to pry 
open all colleges and universities to make 
it possible for black youngsters to have ac- 
cess to the greatest liberating force known 
to man — knowledge — now see these 
youngsters acting as if they already know 
it all. The students want to select die pro- 
fessors, pick the courses, and exercise "au- 
tonomy" over their "black sections" of uni- 
versities. 
Men who have labored courageously to 
build up a network of laws to give every 
American the protections essential to a 
civilized society suddenly see1 the children 
for whom they labored resorting to campus 
lawlessness and destruction with childish 
and arrogant abandon. 
The anguish is pentratingly painful when 
a good man like Dr. Courtney Smith, the 
president of Swarthmore College, dies of a 
heart attack apparently brought on by days 
of wrangling with the black dissidents on 
his campus. 
Millions of Americans surely are pro- 
voked to ask some higher and wiser force 
what it is that afflicts these black separa- 
tists and inflicts this turmoil upon our col. 
leges and our society. 
I got my best clues as to what afflicts the 
students when a black militant followed 
me from the campus of the University of 
Chattanooga to the airport because he 
wanted to talk about his. confusion, his 
hang-ups, his lack of any sense of direction. 
"I used to hate.white people so much I 
wouldn't even wear a white shirt," he said. 
"But jiere I am now in a predominantly 
white university. For a 23-year-old poor 
black man with four children, I'm lucky 
to be there. And I'm learning that there 
are some whites who are honest and decent, 
though I'm not able yet to say this to my 
fellow black militants.' 
I listened to this young man speak of his 
confused feelings about "capitalism." He. 
is sure he could make it in business, but 
"we students sit around and talk about the 
crookedness and injustice in society and we 
ask if it is not inherent in the capitalist sys- 
tem." But he is quick to concede that he 
knows of no system any place where men 
do not manifest their fraillties In some mea- 
sure of dishonesty and injustice. 
He admits that his fellow black mili- 
tants are as confused as he, and he reflects 
thoughtfully on the question of why any- 
one should rum over part of a university, 
or leadership of a civil rights movement, to 
people who admittedly don't know where 
they want to go. 
The more I talked to this man and some 
of his militant colleagues, the more I 
sensed that life is a bitter anachronism foe 
thousands of today's young Negroes. They, 
arc preoccupied with rhe: laudable goal of 
achieving "black dignity/' I But what they 
have not come to understand is that people 
may be brutalized, abused, demeaned as a 
group, as a race, but people achieve dignity 
as individuals. Because Negroes have been 
abused as a race, these campus dissidents 
think that through some kind of group or 
mob action they can achieve some kind of 
mass "dignity" for a whole race. 
Several of the young militants conceded 
what I already knew; that most of them are 
so worried about being recognized as "real 
men" that they have become timid lackeys 
of the least thinking element on campus. 
The young man who followed me to the* 
airport admitted that he feared nothing 
more than being castigated as an Uncle 
Tom. 
So when the chief campus revolutionary 
says, "Black brother, are you going to be 
a real man and help us take over the ad- 
ministration building and break up some 
furniture?" he sees no alternative to parti- 
cipation than the awful fate of being 
called an Uncle Tom or a "house ngger." 
Few of these youngsters are mature 
enough to sense that this name-calling is 
a mark of intellectual poverty, or that it is 
more a mark of manhood to tell a fool to 
go packing than to acquiesce meekly in 
whatever absurdity he proposes. 
The nonsense snowballs because of white 
guilt and white timidity. School officials 
cannot in good conscience move with brute 
force to stop these uprisings because they 
know that clustered among the absurdities 
are legitimate demands of black students 
which, if met, will benefit the university 
as a whole. Many college presidents are un- 
able to explain why they have never been 
able to recruit a black professor but the 
football coach keeps turning up hordes of 
black athletes. 
This train of campus violence and hosti- 
lity is now approaching the point of insan- 
ity, and it must be halted. It can be halted 
if college administrators will muster the 
courage to, meet legitimate grievances — 
and if black Americans who are not con- 
fused or burdened by pseudo-intellectual 
hangups will speak out. 
It will take voices of black men who do 
not fear name-calling, because they harbor 
no doubts about their manhood, to convince, 
these youngsters that the violent tactics 
they employ in the name of racial pride are 
really manifestations of self-hatred, and 
that the sheepish way they follow the loud- 
est demagogue is not manhood but the, 
"boy" quality that they have been taught 
to despise. 
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Iv KARL PARK Process Soorti Editor 
Eastern's upset victory over Western Monday night 
threw the conference race back into a three team scram- 
ble. The loss dropped Western's record m the OVC to 
" Morehead raised its record in conference action to 
7-2 Monday with a 106-74 lopsided win over Middle Ten- 
nessee. Both Morehead and Western are tied for second 
place, a half-game back of front-runner Murray. 
The Racers gained the No. 1 position by downing 
slumping Tennessee Tech, 62-59. Their record now stands 
at 8-2. .    iU       ,     - Eastern and East Tennessee are now in the role oi 
the spoiler. Eastern, as shown by its big win Monday, 
certainly has the material to beat any team in the league. 
The Bucs have contests remaining with all three con- 
tenders. 
DOUBLE-DUAL SWIM MEET SATURDAY 
Eastern's Eels entertain Morehead and Sewanee in 
a double dual meet Saturday in the Don Combs Nata- 
torium. The meet is scheduled to start at 2 p.m. 
This will be only the second home meet the Eels have 
had this season, and they will be goin$ after some pool 
(team and individual) records. Their first meet against 
Union was used as a tryout to find the best swimmers 
in each event. ■ ———==== 
Eastern Goes Oil Road 
For Two OVC Games 
BY   JACK FROST Murray this season, It will prob- in  the OVC   and lt-4   overall, 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER    ably have to display the same kind has been paced by Vlrden who la 
After playing the role of spoil- of poise and   ball handling as In averaging 22.6, good for third in 
er on Monday night, Eastern will the Western game. the conference, 
again face the top team in the Murray edged the colonela in Eastern will be on the road 
conference when it travels to the last seconds for a 78-77 win. afain Monday night at Austin 
Murray Saturday night to meet In mat game Murray had five men Pe»y. The Govs own an earner 
the Racers. in double figures   with   Claude victory over the Colonels. 
The Colonels' win over West- vlrden leading the way with 20 in these two teams' first en- 
ern knocked theHllltoppersoutof points. The big surprise of the counter Austin Peay displayed a 
first place in the OVC. Western game was Don Funneman who went balanced attack as four players 
had previously lost only one lea- into the game averaging a Uttls reached double figures. Howard 
gue tut. over 3 points a game, but came Wright led Austin Peay with 22 
Bobby Washington   was again up with 18. points. He is second to Jim Mc- 
Murray," with a record of 8-2  Daniels   In conference scoring. 
No actually It is Jim McDanlels getting one of his nine re- 
homore center,  Carl   Greenfield 
7*  McDaniela.  Greenfield garnered 
(Staff Photo by Bobby WhiOock) 
bounds. Eastern's  star   sopho ore center,  Carl 
(54),  outrebounded 
11 missed shots. 
CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD 
112 BIG HILL AVENUE 
* RECORDS 
* PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORIES 
* MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
* GUITAR. CLARINET. 
SAXOPHONE. DRUM 
AND BANJO LESSONS 
Phone 623-6010 
MOONRAY RgS?AMSAOT 
STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS 
BREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A. M. 
Featuring 
Central Kentucky's Finest 
Curb-Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE - ■*"' 
fOI   THAT   LATE  SNACK 
AIE   OPEN   UNTIL   12   A 
WE 
N. 
Boost From 
Greenfield? 
Colonels Defeat Western In Overtime, 
Lose To Morehead Over Weekend 
the top gun for the Colonels, 
scoring 24 points on a variety of 
shots. He displayed some brll - 
liant ballhandling late In the game 
when Eastern was trying to kill 
the clock. During one stretch, he 
dribbled around and passed 
through the Western zone defense 
for a minute and a half. 
Boyd Lynch was a key factor In 
the victory as he pumped In 21 
points, mostly on long jump shots 
from the corner. 
The Colonels   made only six 
floor errors compared to West- ! Austin Peay 
ern's 18. For Eastern   to   gain 
revenge   for Its loss earlier to 
OVC Standings 
OVC Games AM Games 
Murray 
Western^ 
Morehead 
East Tennessee 
Eastern 
Tennessee Tech 
Middle Tennessee 
W 
8 
7 
7 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
L 
2 
2 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
7 
W 
18 
14 
18 
14 
10 
11 
10 
7 
L, 
4 
7 
8 
8 
7 
8 
10 
10 
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PROGRESS STAFF WRITER    ff dSt half.  Boyd   LytX ««* «" scor* «<>** the stags 
The Eastern Colonels caught ^  Greenfield  helped     bsost ,or the owttais. 
fire in overtime to whip the Hill- Eastern's   lead back out to alns Washington Hits 84 
toppers of Western85-77 Monday at 43.34     ^th 2:87 In the halt     Washington turned  In another f 
night. A hometown crowd of 8 - McDanlels and Clarence Glov-  fine performance 
000 cheered as the Colonels out- er combined to move   Western Colonels with 84 _ 
scored the Hllltoppers 12-4 In ^„ f      ^   4S_q at ^mm: followed with 21 and Woods UMus 
the extra five minutes. The loss     E$M9Tn remained on topbysix ifirst game since his tajurysoor- dumped  Western from the OVC     ■*"•"• ""■"" on "*' 
l/OQK for 
m 
lead. 
Eastern led the entire second 
half until a layup by Jim Mc- 
Danlels evened the score at 71- 
71 and another layin by Jim 
Rose put the Toppers ahead 73- 
71. Willie Woods tied the score 
again for the Colonels and East- 
ern gained possession on an 
offensive foul by McDanlels 
with over a minute to play. The 
Colonels held the ball for the 
last shot and Toke Coleman's 
Jumper with seven seconds re «■ 
malntng rolled off the rim and 
sent and the contest into over- 
time. 
Early In the overtime coleman 
rebounded a missed free throw 
by the Colonels and put It back 
to give Eastern the advantage 
tor food at 78- 78. Western 
never again tied the score and 
Coleman, Woods, and Bobby 
Washington combined for ten 
more points while the Hill - 
toppers scored only four. 
Eastern Never Trailed 
The   Colonels   never trailed 
until the last few minutes as Carl 
Greenfield scored early to give 
them the Initial lead. The Col- 
onels stretched their advan - 
tage to nine points at 18-9 on 
a 88-foot Jump shot by Wash - 
ington. 
With  McDanlels  scoring   11 
points  In    a six-minute span. 
* 
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College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
. . . featuring the life insurance plan design- 
ed especially for college men, sold exclusively 
to college men. Ask now about 'THE BENE- 
FACTOR" 
Bobby s 
Dribbling 
Exhibition 
Washington!- dribbles through 
his legs in the; first half of ac- 
tion agtfhst the Western Hill- 
toppers. Washington's dribbling 
tactics- and a stall by Eastern 
in the overtime proved effec- 
tive as the Colonels downed 
8§-77. (Staff Photo by 
ig Clover)  
McDanlels  was   the   game's 
leading point maker as he sank 
14   fielders and hit three of four 
31 points. He 
. was backed    by Rich Hendrick 
,Sms.LynS^«> 
The battle of the boards ended 
a stalemate as both 
retrieved 42 missed shots. 
Greenfield was Easterns top re- 
bounder with 11 and Glover had 11 
tor the Toppers. Seven-foot Mc- 
Danlels was held to only nine 
rebounds. 
The Colonels, playing the role 
of a spoiler raised their league 
record to 4-5 as they tackled 
on Western's second loss In nine 
conference encounters. 
Eagles 77, 
EKU 65 
Eastern opened up an early 
lead over Morehead, but falter- 
ed, as the Colonels lost their 
fifth OVC game of the year, a 
77-65 decision    to the Eagles. 
The visiting Colonels   open-' 
ed the contest  with zest but the 
drive   soon     faltered 
Eastern     its fifth 
this year. 
A fight Eastern press early 
in the game allowed the Col -1 
onels to take a 6-0 advantage, 
but Morehead forward Lamar 
Green, who pulled down 24 re- 
bounds and was called twice 
tor goal tending led the Eagles 
to a 11-9 , lead they  never re- 
"ffirtore the half was over, 
Eastern trailed by as many as 
ten points and as little as one 
point but Morehead pulled a 
.head 41-35 at the intermls - 
slon. 
In the second period, More- 
head took the lead by as many 
as 18 points, then finished with 
anil-point advantage, the Eagles 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
presents the 
NEARLY-WED  GAME 
Tonight 7:30 In 
THE FERRELL ROOM 
Door Prizes 
Tickets 50c at Door or 
bo purchased from 
any Sorority inombor 
HOME 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of those delicious 
homemade biscuits. 
W South   First   Street 
HELD OVER! 
good grief it's candy! 
—■ 
Ring Man 
NOW • • • you co> benefit from 
sharply reduced premiums to 
help you get started during the 
first three years. 
o 
NOW ... you benefit from 
tower insurance costs because 
you are a preferred risk 
o 
NOW . . . you can get ai the 
facts from your Ceiege Life 
representative. 
NOW ... you should know 
about the IENEFACTOR . . . 
the policy planned exclusively 
fore 
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sixth victory In 12 games. 
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Peraoaa under 18 not ad- 
mitted ourie— wttfc parent. 
"A llttls time now can pay off 
in a lifetime of satisfaction." 
W-fc3fe See William A. Hanz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
DATE: 
February 
17th. j 
HOURS: 
2-7 
MIKE HOLSEY 
a Trained College 
Specialist from 
JOHN ROBERTS 
wants to meet you 
He will assist you in selecting the ring that is 
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight 
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful 
symbol of your educational achievement. 
FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT 
WALLACE'S 
BOOKSTORE 
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Dayton Edges 
Freshmen Team 
BY JACK   FROST 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's freshmen went down 
in defeat 78- 73 to the Dayton Fly- 
er frosh Monday. The game was 
close throughout. Dayton's long- 
est lead was nine points with about 
fifteen minutes left In the game. 
The baby Colonels fought back 
to within four with 5:47 remain- 
ing In the contest. They had sev- 
eral ' chances  to. trim the mar- 
gin to    two    points,   but   Just 
couldn't put the ball in the bas- 
ket 
Daryl Dunnagan had his best 
performance of the season with 
26 points but it wasn't enough 
to offset the performance of Pat 
Murnen who scored 35 for the 
Flyers. 
George Bryant was off his 
usual pace as he could only man- 
age 14 points, but this was due to 
an aggressive defense that the 
Dayton frosh used against him. 
Eastern was hurt on the boards 
as many of Dayton's points came 
on second and- third efforts. The 
Flyers had a 38 to 28 edge on the 
boards. 
Dayton prevented the Colonels 
from gaining a victory by con- 
necting on an amazing 64.9 per 
cent from the field and 81.1 from 
the charity line. Eastern shot a 
creditable 42.4 from the field 
but that couldn't match that of 
the Flyers. 
Actually Eastern had more 
field goals (28-24), but Dayton 
made good on 13 more free throws 
than did the Colonels. 
Other top scorers for Eastern 
were Mike Rogers with 17 points 
and  Charlie     Brunker with 10. 
Eastern's frosh picked up their 
ninth victory of the season 
Saturday at Morehead when they 
defeated the Morehead yearlings, 
102-76. 
The freshmen team's next game 
is an encounter with Bellar • 
mine's frosh next Thursday in 
Louisville. 
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Volleyball Entries Due 
The activities for the spring 
semester consists of volley- 
ball, softball, and tennis. The vol- 
leyball   schedule   Is as follows: 
Practice Volleyball -League I, 
Tues., Feb. 11 - Practice Vol- 
leyball- League n Thurs., Feb. 
13 - Entry deadline both leag- 
ues - Frf. Feb. 14 - Tourna - 
ment play-League 1 - Tues., 
Feb. 18 - Tournament play- 
League n, - Thurs., Feb. 20,- 
Tournaments completed -Thurs., 
March 27. 
Entries for volleyball will bej 
accepted  through    February 14. 
Your team      may enter   one o 
both leagues. A    roster of 8  o: 
more players— captain includ 
—with    team     name must   b 
completed   and returned to  308 
Weaver Bldg.    on or before en-l 
try deadline. Entry blanks   ma: 
be obtained in your dorm lobb 
or Weaver 303. AH play   is  in 
Weaver gym. 
SATURDAY'S OVC SCHEDULE 
Eastern at Murray 
Morehead at Austin Peay 
East Tennessee at Western 
Tennessee Tech at Middle Tennessee  
^SS&I^SSSS:*: .;#^^ 
Important 
Rebound 
Eastern's Boyd Lynch (30) 
goes high Into the air to bring 
down an important rebound for 
Eastern. Watching the action 
are Jim McDaniels (behind 
Lynch) and Jim Rose (11) of 
Western. (Staff Photo by Craig 
Clover) 
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Fish Sandwich 
ONE WEEK 
SPECIAL 19< WITH COUPON 
REGULAR   30c 
DAIRY CHEER 
100 WATER STREET 
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get it yourself! 
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Kidd Speaks At Coaches' Clinic 
Eastern football coach Roy Kidd 
addressed the opening session of 
the Kodak Coach of the Year 
clinic last Friday in Louisville. 
Kidd and his staff explained 
the Eastern offense to the some 
400 coaches attending the clinic, 
which was sponsored by the 
American Football Coaches As - 
soclation and Eastman Kodak 
Company. 
Michigan State's Duffy Daugh- 
erty and former Oklahoma coach 
Bud Wilkinson were the clinic 
directors. 
Also on hand were Penn State 
coach Joe Pate mo, national coach 
of the year, and Michigan's 
Bump Elliot, who received the 
regional honor. 
Other speakers included How- 
ard Tlppett, University of Hous- 
ton; Buck Nystrom, Oklahoma; 
Ray Gallahan, Cincinnati; Byron 
Bacevlch Roger Bacon High 
School, Cincinnati; and Mer - 
rill Green, Abilene Cooper High 
School. Texas Coach of the Year. 
A 
Womens 
Intramural 
Champs 
Shown above is the 1968-69 women's intramural basketball 
champions, "Cbate's All-Stars." Kneeling: from left to right 
are Gwen Gilmore, Donna McClanahan, Linda Lightener. 
and Kris Shaurer. In the back row are Sheila Ginter, Hazel 
Crouch, Melanle Coate (captain), and Jan Olszewski (intra- 
mural advisor). 
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DIXIE 
DRY CLEANERS 
Where your clothes receive that 
personal care that only long 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
We Guarantee To Please. 
PHONE 623-1368 OS. SECOND 
Campus Flick 
MOVIES 
HIRAM BROCK 
February IS — Thursday 
No Movie 
Audubon Lecture 
February 14 — Friday 
HANG   EM HIGH 
Clint Eastwood, Inger Stevens 
February 15 — Saturday 
HANG 'EM HIGH 
Clint Eastwood, Inger Stevens 
February 17 — Monday 
No Movie 
Choir Rehearsal 
February 18 — Tuesday 
No Movie 
Oratorio Choir Concert 
Bruoe Hoagland, Conductor 
February 19 — Wednesday 
BIG MOUTH 
Jerry Lewis, 
Susan Bay, Harold Stone 
February 20 — Thursday 
THE SPLIT 
Jim Brown, Julie Harris, 
Ernest Borcrnlae, 
James Whitmore, 
Diahann Carroll 
Ticket Office Opens 7:00 p.m. 
Show Starts 7:30 pan. 
Admission 75c 
Children   (under It) 50c 
ii&PAV 
oiHRpY PRICES 
^     ^   7        AT 
Mt 
A. 
■ 
FRIDAY thru SATURDAY FEB. 14 to FEB. 22 
SUITS ..... 
SUITS  
SPORT COATS 
SPORT COATS 
Dress Trousers 
Dress Shirts 
Gant Shirts . . 
Sta Press Slacks 
CPO Jackets . 
THIS IS 
SAVINGS 
Were 
. $ 80.00 
. $100.00 
. $ 60.00 
. $ 50.00 
. $ 19.00 
. $ 6.00 
. $ 10.00 
. . Now Vi 
. . ALL Vi 
IT ■- FINAL! 
Now 
$25.00 
$40.00 
$25.00 
$20.00 
$10.00 
$ 1.50 
$ 3.00 
PRICE 
PRICE 
LADIES SAVINGS 
1/2 Off On All Was 
SUITS   ..... .-$50.00 
SLACKS . . . . $25.00 
SWEATERS   . . . $21.00 
SKIRTS . . * . . . $25.00 
HANDBAGS . . . $10.00 
KNIT TOPS . ... $10.00 
DRESSES . . . . . $30.00 
Ladybug Knee Socks $ 2.50 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT 
Now 
$25.00 
$12.50 
$10.50 
$12.50 
$ 5.00 
$ 5.00 
$15.00 
.75 
212 WATER ST. 
623-9674 
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS EARLY 
pi'' 
*oge 6a, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Feb. 13, 1969 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.   KENTUCKY 
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR. 
- . ^ A   0       . Newsom Named Local Government Seminars   To Position In 
Scheduled By Department     Public Affairs 
GLYNDON 
BARBER SHOP 
• The necessity of professional 
competence in local govern - 
ment is being emphasized in a 
series of seminars conducted in 
16 cities by Eastern. 
• Assistant Professor Rodger S. 
Gunn of Eastern's Political Sci- 
ence Department is conducting 
the seminars for city and coun- 
ty officials  in 28 counties. 
Gunn said, "The idea behind 
the local government seminar 
program is improvement In the 
quality and amount of po - 
litical leadership in the small 
city and  rural county." 
The seminars   are   for     of- 
razor cuts - trims - flat-tops 
in Glyndon Hotel 
ficlals "who constitute the leg- 
islative, executive and judicial 
leadership in their respective 
communities," Gunn added. 
Seminar topics will be the 
theory of local government, 
administration and professional- 
izatlon, local finance and rev - 
enue, and governmental plan - 
ning. 
Half the cost of the seminars 
is provided by the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare. 
The Political Science Depart- 
ment last semester complet- 
ed a series of 15 seminars for 
THE GREAT SMPITUAL READER 
MADAM    JULIA 
808 E. MAIN ST. 
IFTED READER & ADVISOR 
the  great spiritual  reader and advisor solemnly 
swears to help yon with your problems. 
Open 7 Days a Week. 
I further guarantee ft promise yon find me superior to any 
other reader & advisor you consulted. 
A PLACE TO BRING YOUR FRIENDS ft FEEL 
NO EMBARRASSMENT 
city  and   county officials in    21 
southeastern Kentucky counties. 
The first of the spring sem- 
inars was set for Stanford last 
week, for city and county of - 
ficlals in Lincoln, Garrard and 
Casey Counties. Another sem- 
inar will be held in Stanford, 
Feb. 13. 
Dates and locations of other 
seminars and counties served 
are: 
Feb. 18, Harrodsburg, Boyle 
and Mercer; Feb. 20 & 27, Leb- 
anon, Washington and Marlon; 
Feb. 25 & March 4, Campbells- 
ville, Taylor; March 6 & 13, 
Russell Springs, Adair and Rus- 
sell; March 11 b 18, Albany, 
Cumberland and Clinton; March 
20 & 27, Monticello, Wayne 
County; March 25 & April 1, 
Willlamsburg,  Whitley and Mc- 
Creary. 
Also, April 3 & 10, Winches- 
ter, Clark; April 8 ft 15, Mt. 
Sterling, Montgomery, Bath 
and Menifee; April 17 & 24, Ir- 
vine, Estill; April 22 & 29, 
West Liberty, Morgan; May 1 & 
8, Paris, Bourbon, Harrison 
and Nicholas; May 6 & 13,Flem- 
ingsburg, Fleming; May 15 & 
22, Catlettsburg, Greenup and 
Boyd; May 20 & 27, Grayson, 
Carter. 
_ 
. 
■ 
^m 
The appointment of Goebel 
William Newsom Jr., Elkhorn 
City, as an assistant director 
of university-school relations at 
Eastern, has been announced by 
Dr. Robert R. Martin president. 
Before assuming the position 
in Eastern's Department of 
Public Affairs Newsom was fed- 
eral coordinator for the Pike 
County Board of Education. 
Twice a member of the Ken - 
tucky General Assembly, New- 
som has served as an auditor of 
public accounts. He formerly 
was a commerce teacher in 
Pike County schools. For 10 
years be was a partner In the 
Johnson-Newsom Insurance Ag- 
ency. He served about 13 years 
as a member of the Breaks In - 
terstate Park Commission. 
A native of Pikevllle, Newsom, 
48, holds the AB degree from 
Western Kentucky University. He 
has also attended Pikevllle Col- 
lege, the University of Cincin - 
nati University of Kentucky and 
Eastern. He is a graduate of 
Elkhorn City High School. He and 
his wife the former Miss Evelyn 
Jessie Friend, have one son, 
Gobel William Newsom in, age 
16. 
Film Tonight 
About Hawaii 
"Hawaii—Paradise of the Pa- 
cific " filmed and narrated by 
naturalist- photographer Walter 
H. Berlet, will be third In the 
1968-69 series of Audubon Wild- 
life Films at Eastern. 
Berlefs presentation Is slat- 
ed for tonight at 7:30 p.m., in 
Hiram Brock Auditorium. 
Berlet, a specialist in close- 
up photography', has worked with 
manufacturers to develop spec- 
ial high -powered lenses. His 
films are known for their spec- 
tacular close-up sequences, ac- 
cording    to Professor A.  L. 
Rush Activities Listed 
(Continued from Page One) 
Sunday   Feb.   16th-   Greek Day Grise Room, 2 P.M. - Coat 
and tie -   All Fraternities will be represented on 2nd floor 
Combs. 
Sunday Night- 8 P.M. Phi Delta Theta "Greek Jam.Session" 
Martin HaU Cafeteria- Free- All Greek Rushees- Male and 
Female. f 
Monday, Feb. 17th, 7:30 P.M. -Greek Banquet- Coat and tie. 
Guest Speaker Sigma Chi National Vice President to speak 
Tickets on sale Sunday and Monday Price: $2.50. 
Tuesday: Feb. 18th 
(Phi Delta) Phi Delta Theta- Smoker- Combs Hall 07-9 P.M. 
(PIKES) Pi Kappa Alpha- Smoker- To Be Announced 
Theta Chi- Smoker-   Holiday Inn- 7:30- 9:30 
(TEKE'S)   Tau  Kappa Epsllon- Smoker- To Be Announced 
(BOX) Beta Omicron Chi- V. F. W. at 7:30 - Stag 
(KA»S> Kappa Alpha - Smoker- Dupree- 9:00 
Sigma Nu- Smoker - To Be Announced 
(DU'S) Delta Upsilon- Open 
Wednesday: Feb. 19th 
Sigma Nu- Personal Visitations 
DU'S )Smoker,  Todd Hall- 8:00- 9:00 P.M. 
BOX -Smoker- Dupree- 7:80 P.M. 
K'S - Stag Party Halls' Rest 
PIKE'S - Open House- 9th Floor Dupree 
Theta Chi- Open House- 8th Floor Dupree 
Phi Delts- Open House- Uth Floor Todd 
Thursday: Feb. 20th 
PIKE'S - Open House 
BOX- Halls Rest. (Dates) -7:30 
Phi Delts- Smoker- Todd Hall- 8:80 P.M. 
Thets Chi- Stag Party- Halls- 8:00- 12:00 P.M. 
TEKE'S - Party at  Halls- 8:00 P.M. 
KA's - Preference Party- No Dates (Halls) 
Sigma Nu- Smoker- 7:00- 8:00 P.M. 
Friday:  Feb. 21st 
DU'S- Preference Party (To Be Announced) 
Sigma Nu -Party- NCO Club . 
KA's- Preference Party- Officers Club - 8:00- 12:00 
TEKE'S - Party- To Be Announced 
Theta Chi-Party- Aquatic Club- 8:00- 12:00- Dates 
Phi Delts- To Be Announced 
PIKE'S-1920- Harolds Club Party- To Be Announced 
I 
Whitt. who arranged the 
Audubon series here with the 
Joint sponsorship of the Uni- 
versity's biology department and 
the   National   Audubon  Society. 
Highlights of the film in - 
elude scenes of a trip on 
horseback across the "largest 
of all extinct craters" on the 
island of Maul, skindlving off 
the Kona coast of Hawaii's main 
island, and rare and brilliantly 
colored birds shown at close 
range. 
Tickets may be bought at the 
door or by getting In touch with 
. Prpfesspr WnUt ,,,„, f„,. 
1 Students Urged 
To Join Club 
Students are invited to take 
an active part in the Newman 
Apostolate. Meetings of the or- 
ganization are held weekly on 
Monday evenings at 7 p.m., in 
the Lancaster House. 
At the meetings, guest speak- 
ers are often present who speak 
on such topics as racism Chri- 
stian morals, ethics, and mar- 
riage. Various interesting full 
length films are often presented 
which provide, for provocative 
discussions. 
The Newman Apostolate also 
sponsors such activities as a 
folk mass, credit union, tutor- 
ing  program, and dally mass. 
They also participate in intra- 
mural athletics. All students arc 
encouraged to take an active part 
in the growing organisation. 
Installation 
(Continued from Page One) 
ternity has 150 chapters. Chi 
Omega is fundamentally I 
friendship group with high Ideals 
ind purposes. It stimulates an 
interest in development of char- 
acter and personality and in at- 
taining a good scholarship rec- 
ord. 
It stresses the Importance of 
Ming a good campus citizen. 
is well as an interested citlsen 
in your home community. CM 
Omega emphasizes and has 
tried to develop the educational 
aspect of fraternity life, rather 
than philanthropic On the local 
level they carry on social wel - 
Bare, civic or educational pro- 
jects in their community or cam- 
pus. 
The girls who are now pledg 
[ng Gamma Theta will become 
the charter .members of the 
chapter during the weekend o 
April 26. 
Saturday: Feb. 22th 
TEKE'S -Preference Party- Officers Club 
Theta Chi- Preference Party- Halls 
PIKE'S - Preference Party - To Be Announced 
Phi Delts-    Aquatic Club-     "Swim-In" Party- Preference 
KA's -Stag Party- 3:00- 8:00    -then Game with Dates- then 
Post- Game Party 
BOX- Preference Party- Td Be Announced 
Sigma Nu- Preference Party- 10:00- 12:80- Todd HaU 
DU'S- Mixer - To Be Announced 
Dr. Cooper Participating 
In Several College Lecture Series 
Dr.  John C.  Cooper, chair- verslty of Minnesota, and Wof- 
man of the Department of Phil- fard College (as chairman of the 
osophy,   is participating as    a Hegel Symposium), Spartanburg, 
visiting professor in the honors S. C. 
programs   of  several   colleges -» «■        .       ,->. —, an?rlve^S^ !«,; I   * Music Day Set This month he will lecture at J 
Florida Presbyterian Collage A Music Opportunities Day for 
St. Petersburg and at Olivet ugt, school Juniors and seniors 
College, Olivet, Mich. In June will beheld by the Music Depart- 
he will lecture atjbn 4HQ»mav /Bfcfe'Flb. 15. 
School of TheologfttlOMUn^YBtaveMof the special day^ id 
burg University, Springfield; to acquaint students with 
Ohio. era's music program and 1 
He recently   has lectured   at auditions forjcholarships 
Augsburg    College, the   Unl -  flwiw^ai assistance. 
WELL'S BARBER SHOP 
Water Street Next to But Station 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS 
Hair 
ling 
Featuring 
Razor 
Cutting 
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated. 
PHONE 623-3985 
' 
SWEET 
'Home Cooked Food' 
N. 2nd St. 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
WO CONVENIENT 10CATI0NS- 
- urn STREET a m m AVENUE 
M 
«« Ss! lb* "*$^ffiS^ SftS 'yu'Sii-V' 
BHBH MaaittiF1 HM MH ?.#• f.-,>'*'««&;*>> '■!<*&■?-£ m ■ i?w<:i"'';*;.'^is."ia'S 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Feb. 13, 1969, Page 7a 
Student Affairs Report Includes Seven Recommendations 
(FMItors' note: The 
inn In a reprint of the 
Report In it» entirety. Released 
alone with the report, and also 
compiled by the committee, in 
the 46 pa Re supplement or re- 
port on Student Relationship*. 
Aa mueh of the Supplement as 
is possible is reprinted this 
week with the remainder ap- 
pearing in next week's Pro- 
gress.) 
fine student relationships, de- 
lineate regulations and of - 
fenses and provide for dls - 
cipllnary and appeal pro - 
eedure. 
The statement sets forth, In 
Section I, the fundamental prin- 
ciples accepted by the Com - 
mittee as the basis for the re- 
mainder of the statement. Sec - 
tion II details general regula - 
Uons concerning student be- 
havior in three categories: 
- The University as Landlord 
The University Community 
The University and Student 
Organizations 
Section III . discusses the 
agencies and committees which 
are concerned with student af- 
folrs  as hearing     bodies   and 
^^^_ or channels for recom - 
mendatlons  concerning student 
foUow- affairs. 
Powell Section IV describes the pro - 
cedures to be used In disciplin- 
ary cases Including the process 
of appeal. Section V concerns 
student publications. 
The Statement on Student 
Relationships has, In my opinion, 
many strengths. I would like to 
discuss several of these: 
1. It Is generally recognized 
by the literature In the field that 
the University has an obligation 
to identify those standards of be- 
havior tt considers essential to 
its educational mission and its 
community life. The Statement 
sets forth the regulations in spe- 
cific terms so that they can be 
readily understood by all mem- 
bers of the University commun- 
ity. The regulations contained in 
the statement are believed to be 
to provide 
arbitrary   in   Its   action;     and 
(d) Provision is made for ap- 
peal. 
3. Respect for the privacy of concerns and grievances of stu- 
the student is recognized by the dents. He may and shall be ex- 
Statement. Provisions are made pected to keep in confidence 
to protect the confidential na- privileged information and con- 
ture of all student records. Pro- fldences received in the ex- 
cedures are described to pro - erclse of his duties. 
b. The Ombudsman shall es- shall be limited to two mem- 
tabllsb simple, orderly pro - bershlps, except as otherwise 
cedures for receiving requests, provided. 
tect  student privacy 
mitory. 
in the dor- 
RECOMMENDATION ONE: 
It Is recommended that the 
statement titled "Student Re - 
lationships" be approved and re- 
commended for adoption as Uni- 
versity policy by the Board of 
Regents. This statement em - 
bodies the major work of the 
Committee in its attempt  to de- reasonable and fair. 
'A venues 
Detailed' 
c. The   Ombudsman shall as- 
sist   students in the solution 
problems.  In so doing, he 
take the following courses    of 
action. 
5. With die exception of the 
Student Disciplinary Board, vot- 
ing privileges shall be extended 
to student members of admin - 
lstrative committees. KRS 164.- 
370, explicit in Its assignment 
of jurisdiction in serious dls- 
01
 cipllnary cases, precludes stu- 
lfty dent voting in any case which 
involves the suspension or ex- 
pulsion of a student from   the 
aware of his role in this area. Building will assume in the life 
Each must, in the performance of the total University com - 
of his responsibilities and du- munity. In order that planning 
ties, give such attention to stu- for the use of this new facility 
dent concerns and needs as Is take full cognizance of the var- 
merited by the problem express-tou*   areas   of  the University 
community which will be served, 
is  further   recognized that a is recommended that   a Uni- 
ed. 
It 
the staff of the Vice-President verslty Center Board be estab- 
for Student Affair shave demand-ashed. It is further recom - 
lng responsibilities. In the per- mended that the University Cen- 
responsibll-" 
1. Provide   direction   for the university. At the option of the 
4. The avenues of student par- 
student in bringing his prob- 
lem or concern to the^attention 
of the proper University official 
and assist   the student in seek- 
for equality of treatment and to 
be precise' and informative. 
2. To protect Its integrity and 
Its students, and to meet the ele- 
mentary requirements of fair- 
ness, the University must guar- 
antee procedural safeguards to 
students involved in disciplinary 
cases. Procedures in discipli- 
nary cases, as described in the 
Statement, meet this criteria. 
The procedures incorporate the 
basic elements of "due pro - 
cess" In that: 
(a) The student shall be In- 
formed " of the nature of the 
charges against him. 
(b) The student shall be given 
a fair opportunity to refute the 
charges. 
(c) The University shall not be 
OFFICE PH. 623-3830 NI6HT PH. 623-4574 
623-6969 
EVANS C. SPURLIN 
REAl-TOR 
f ARMS     COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL 
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES 
DOUGLAS CHENAULT, Salesman 
PHILLIP CUHHAGIH, Salesman 
3IO   EAST   MAIN   ST. RICHMOND.   KY. 
ticipation in contributing to the inS a, solution through existing 
development of University pol - administrative channels, 
icies pertaining to student con - 2. Make recommendations to 
duct are detailed. It is antlcipa- *»• President of the University 
ted that such participation will concerning valid problems or 
be meaningful and responsible concerns for which no satis - 
and will contribute to the con- factory remedy can be found, 
tlnued development of sound d« Tne Ombudsman shall, in 
policies. A separate recommen- *• Performance of his duties, 
datlon of this Committee, If ap- n*v« bo*rd Investigatory now - 
proved, will provide for mean- «r8 w»d direct and ready access 
ingful participation by students t0 *" University officials, 
on all administrative committees •• The Ombudsman shall make 
of the University. periodic reports to the Presi - 
5. In his role as a citizen, dent concerning the operation of 
the student Is subject to fed- his office, 
eral, state and local laws and 
criminal sanctions which may be 
administered within the Judicial 
system. In his role as a student, 
he is subject to the regulations 
of the University and to sanctions 
ranging from reprimand to ex- 
pulsion. • 
When the student is on the Uni- 
versity campus, he Is clearly in 
a   position of dual citizenship. tiPinot#"7n (Sanctions against a student for 
violation of University regula - 
tlons would not give the stu - 
dent immunity from action by 
civil authorities against the stu - T^at 
dent for the same offense. How- 
ever, the  University's  concern >nou 
Student 
Membership 
RECOMMENDATION THRE5s;- 
As concerned members Of lie 
University community, students 
should be encouraged to par - 
and make positive 
contributions to the develop- 
ment of the University as it 
seeks to implement its goals 
and purposes. Responsible stu- 
opinlon that is suppor - 
tlve  of  the educational process 
does not    ordinarily   extend  to %££**!!> fZHSHZl*™* eon - delibera- 
accused student, student mem- 
bers of the Student Disciplinary 
Board may be asked to withdraw 
from a particular hearing. 
Review Regulations 
For Coeds 
RECOMMENDATION FOUR: 
One area of student con - 
cern expressed to the Com- 
mittee on Student Affairs con- 
cerned the matter of regulations 
pertinent to women's Residence 
Halls. The Statement of Student 
Relationships (Recommendation 
One) provided for student par- 
ticipation in the review of such 
regulations through the women's 
Residence Hall Inter- Dormitory 
Board. 
It Is recommended that the 
Women's Residence Inter- Dorm 
Board be requested speciflcaly 
to study and review the rag - 
ulatlons concerning women's re- 
sidence halls, giving particular 
attention to regulations con cor- 
ning closing hours, check - out 
procedures and the point sys - 
tern. In this study, the Inter - 
Dormitory Board will be ex- 
pected to obtain Information 
concerning such regulations at 
other public     higher  education 
formance of their 
ltles these staff members must 
rely upon their personal and pro- 
fessional capabilities. It is rec- 
ognized that the same diligence 
and care in the selection of pro- 
fessional members of this staff 
ter Board be composed of 
members of the faculty, staff 
and student body. 
Among its other duties, it 
Is anticipated that the Uni - 
verslty   Center   Board       shall 
must be exercised as is req - have the following respon - 
ulred in the building of an ex - slbilities: 
cellent faculty. As the profess- 1. To study the plans and 
lonal staff In the Office of Stu- anticipated operations of the 
dent Affairs is expanded or as new University Center for the 
vacancies occur, it is hoped that Purpose of assisting in faclllt- 
a high level of professional com- atlng its   initial and subsequent 
rr ai fj*l>   Ifli--     Cj','   <*(H 
- i 
'■ 
Pattie A. Clay Auxiliary 
c   friutoe! Hlw- wi 
oio*»in   lo  loor.'ji £OlydRarj4 
is now serving 
EKU 
with 
Stuffed Dolls & Animals Bubble Bath 
Hand Knitted Toboggans & Berets    Bath Powder 
Hand Woven Place Marts & Napkins 
Note Paper Bybee Pottery 
OPEN 
Thursday - Saturday  1:30 - 4:30 
describes these situations care - 
fully and distinctly. 
6. In establishing procedures 
in disciplinary cases, primary 
reliance has been placed on coun- 
seling. Provision has been made 
for a system of hearing agencies 
and committees for cases In 
which counseling Is inapprop- 
late or ineffective: , 
(1) The Student Court and the 
Residence Hall Judicial Boards 
Jare bodies composed of students. 
(2) The Student Affairs Com- 
mittee is composed of faculty 
and  students. 
(3) The Student Disciplinary 
Board ( recommended change 
of name from the Welfare Com- 
mittee), is by Kentucky statute 
[composed of faculty. 
the University. 
In order to provide for and 
maximize the effectiveness of 
student participation in mat- 
ters which concern mem, It Is 
recommended that students be 
appointed to membership on ad- 
ministrative commlttess of the 
University and that such ap - 
pointments be made subject to 
the following limitations:. 
1. Student appointments to 
membership on admlnlstrattef 
committees shall be made . by 
the President of the University. 
2. Appointees shall be selecV 
ed from a panel of nomir- 
submitted to the P reside!t 
of the University by the St 
*enfccouttc^Th»Panel 
petence can be  maintained. 
It is recommended that the ap- 
propriate University channels be 
utilized to acquaint all members 
of the faculty and staff with their 
important role in dealing with 
student problems and concerns. 
It is further recommended that 
the professional staff of the Of- 
fice of Student Affairs be sup- 
ported In the exercise of its 
responsibilities and that con - 
tlnued care be exercised In the 
selection of Individuals to fill 
these important roles. 
Rule Compilation 
Recommended 
RECOMMENDATION SIX: 
It Is recognized that rules 
and regulations which affect 
student life emanate from 
various sources and, because 
of their   nature,   are published 
institutions in Kentucky. J) wlous bulletins   or   as in- 
It   is further     recommended ***** docn_me,n„ts-JSo. _«***«• 
that, following   such study   and 
review,   the  Women's     Resl  - 
dence   Hall   Inter -  Dormitory 
Board will     recommend    re - 
visions to   such regulations   to 
the Dean of women for her re - 
view and submission to the pro- 
per University officials. 
RECOMMENDATION FIVE: 
operations and    making     rec - 
ommendatlons to the proper 
officials for the development 
of policies concerning operation 
of the Center. 
2. To advise in the selection 
of furnishings and equipment 
and Initial space allocation In 
the University Center Build - 
lng. 
3. To consider and make 
recommendations concerning 
the development of policies con- 
cerning the administration of 
the University Center Building 
and the Student Union Building 
and offer suggestions for the 
effective operation of these 
facilities for the benefit of 
the University community. 
It is further recommended 
that an ad hoc study and ad - 
vlsory committee be formed 
to consider the composition 
and funcUon of the University 
Center Board. 
D&E Phillips 66 Is Now 
Serving You With 
TOP   VALUE 
STAMPS 
Eastern By-Pass Phone 623-3161 
"Service Is Oar Middle Name" 
f- 
JMHESI^S^-TJ two  per  a^lntrttaT   to    be tod* et .1 - 
may be a  specific depository to 
which a student may turn for ref- 
erence to regulations and rules 
which may affect    him, it   is 
recommended   that   all      rules 
and regulations concerning stu- 
dents—academic,   social, busi- 
ness  and other — be complied 
and    that   this compilation   by 
placed in the Reserve   Room of 
It is recognized by the Coin - ^ Llbrary „* ln the Office of 
mittee on Student Affairs that the tte Vlce-P resident   for Student 
development of regulations  and Affairs    and maintained on   a 
current basis. 
It is further recommended that 
the Vice-President for Student 
Affairs be given responsibility 
for compiling this collection of 
tween .the student and individual regulations concerning student 
members of the faculty and staff. uje j^ maintaining same on 
It is vitally important that each 
member of the 
procedures will per se, result 
in excellent student relation - 
ships. Such relationships are, 
ln the main, based on per - 
son-to-person     contacts    be - 
the President 
Regents,  will 
and the.Board  of 
provide  the n«r- , of students who (a)   are 
-
dteM
 and (c) live been ^Sfiduallv 
elected by a' majority of the 
membership of the Student Coun- 
cil upon nomination by a com - 
mittee of five members of the 
Student Council. In the event 
mat suitable appointments can-, 
not be made from the original 
panel, the President of the Uni- 
versity may request that ad£ 
dltlonal nominees be elected, in 
the manner specified, and their 
names submitted for consider- 
ation. 
3. Appolntemehts shall be 
made for a one-year term of of- 
fice. 
4. Student memberships on 
Standing Administrative Com j 
mittees, In addition to existing 
faculty  and  staff membership 
7 clerk, cus- 
be made acutely tl 
!*• 
Uutl 
Richmond By-Pass 
623-6102 
Now...you can enjoy America's 
favorite pizza, freshly prepared 
from a secret recipe... flavor, 
baked to perfection! Pizza Inn pizza 
i 2*2* ?* ^ you ,,ke t •.. with flaky-tender crutt, topped with your 
chole of delicious cheeses, olives, 
mushrooms, pepperoni, sausage, 
hamburger or anchovies. 
MMM      UaH'eOdaW 
Sss* 
* 
conduct necessary procee ings 
and provide desirable avenues 
of appeal ln disciplinary cases. 
Qmbudsman 
Suggested 
RECOMMENDATION TWO: 
As Eastern Kentucky Uni - 
verslty has expanded and de- 
veloped, its internal organization 
has necessarily become more 
complex. As a result, students 
sometimes experience diffic- 
ulty ln seeking solutions to prob- 
lems or ln communicating con - 
corns and needs. This may occur 
because of lack of knowledge by 
the student of established chan- 
nels for the proper treatment 
of specific problems of con 
cerns. Difficulties may also be 
encountered by students in in - 
stances when the problem or 
concern cuts across division 
or departmental organization. 
As a means of easing this sit- 
uation, the Committee on Stu - 
dent Affairs recommends that 
the position of Ombudsman be 
established at Eastern Kentucky 
University ln the following man - 
ner: 
a. The President shall recom- 
mend for the approval of toe 
Board of Regents the appoint - 
ment of a senior faculty or staff 
member with the title of Om- 
budsman. This individual should 
have a knowledge of the total 
University operation, possess 
Individual characteristics in 
keeping with the duties of the 
office, and have such other of- 
ficial duties as to be reasonably 
available for conferences with 
students during normal busl - 
ties*  hours  of the University. 
and constructive role 
new   University Centof 
HAMMOND'S 
Barber and Style Shop 
IHllll'tft 
VA//W/C    CIDCT   HIIAI  ITV      ™ ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY 
PAUL DANIEL 
HOMER FULTZ 
JESSIE HAMMOND 
'we need your head to run our business" 
New Richmond Hotel 623-5604 
wa 
Gals go for the newsy swinger 
bag in zingy spring colors 
'3 
-a. — 
TAPE PLAYERS 
for 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TAJP? TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
TAPE RECORDERS 
and 
Car Tape Players - Home Tape Players - Stereo 
■Your Electronic Headquarters 
Men 
roinite sioro13S w. iKviNi »T. 
44e fwnth dtev***IOHHOND' KENTUCKY 
Smart shoulder-slung bag of rich crushed grain 
expanded vinyl has two separate framed sec- 
tions, with a handy zip compartment tucked be- 
tween. New pouchy outside pocket and ad- 
justable shoulder strap. New hues. 
now 
0frtt-nnKS-ri1.it 
4 ^SPECIAL 
1 X INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER 
BRING THIS AD 
7 DAYS A WUK~DINK 
RBAOY M IN OR TAKI OUT MMNuree 
l\ 
few WL/& aWaHl 
Mr 
 K 
ElU 
m 
1
 Wl 
it •   .V 
M )Sm 
* 
Rip up our instructions 
on self-defense. 
Afterall, 
ifs Valentine's Day. 
'f IVE IN v 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
MAIN STREET     and   WATER STREET 
Normally, we insist that every man read the instructions on self- 
defense that we put in every package of Hal Karate0 After Shave 
and Cologne. But we've got a heart. So on Valentine's Day, we'd 
like every woman to tear our instructions to shreds. That way you 
can give your guy Hai Karate, with some Instructions of your own. 
Hai Karate-be careful how you use it. ■ 
•1969 Laming Division, Chas. Piker * Co., inc., New York, N. 
BMa^alBlB^B^BHBMBHBflBflB^HHHBaHBiB^BflBHBHHI 
*■"■  •m-  -  ' 
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TELEVISION  REPAIR 
Specialist In Transistors, 
Phonographs, Car Radios 
CLICK'S 
RADIO & TV SERVICE 
W. IRVINE STREET   PHONE 623-3272 
Welcome  Back To 
Eastern and Richmond 
■mm maumem OK3 
Where  it's easy to  park 
and a  pleasure to shop 
Open  Every  Night Until 9:00  P.M. 
Dance Group Slates 
Roving Dancers 
The Eastern Dance Theatre Hoving, for 14 years the prin- 
will present a concert by theLu- clpal dancer with the Jose Llm- 
cas Hoving Dance Company In HI- on Company, is on the faculty of 
ram Brock Auditorium March 7at Teachers College Columbia Uni- 
8 p.m. versity, and the .milliard School 
of Music Dance Department. 
AtriCcin    OlUQlCS     For his performanci 
ern, Hoving will bring 
Group Continuepanyofsevendancers- 
at East- 
a   com- 
The African Studies Discussion According to Mrs. Virginia N. 
Group will continue its activities ***nka» °' the Eastern Dance 
during the spring semester. The Theatre, Hoving's "Icarus" is 
sessions will be held on alternate Ms most famous ballet. It is 
Thursday at 6:30 In 116 Combs ***** on the le«end <* Daedalus, 
Classroom building. who taught his son Icarus to fly; 
The approach of the group dis - *«• boy climbs too close to the 
cussions will remain interdis  - sun   and      IMls   to   •*•  <taath. 
ciplinary and emphasize      West 
Africa, particularly Nigeria. Other dances by Hoving   are 
Students and faculty members "Has the Last Train Left?" and 
are preparing materials that will "Satiana." Mrs. Jinks describes 
offer a general view of the pre- Ms choreography as "brilliantly 
colonial, colonial and contemp-, effective theatre*' and "in the 
orary periods; as well as music, best comic tradition." 
drama     and    religious thought. 
The format of these sessions Hoving has been associated 
will be that of discussion with with the Connecticut College 
the intent to allow each participant School of Dance and last summer 
to   develop     and    expand     his was on the staff of the Fine Arts 
knowledge 
interests. 
according to his own and Humanities Institute in Dance 
for the American Male, and 
FREE MIAMI BEACH 
VACATIONS 
GIVEN WITH:    * Any Wigkt, FoB 
or wig purchase 
* Permanent Wave   * Hair Coloring 
and frosting 
OPEN THURSDAY 
& FRIDAY NIGHTS 
I Phone 623-1500 
Earth Science 
Topic Of Meet 
The advisability of Earth 
Science as a ninth-grade course 
will be explored by grace and high 
school teachers, principals and 
administrators Feb. 18. 
Dr. Morris D. Taylor, as - 
sociate professor chemistry 
and education at Eastern, said 
the couse, "Investigating the 
Earth," Is "a good capstone 
course" for students who drop out 
following the ninth grade. For 
college-bound students, Taylor 
said, the course "permits them 
to see the Interdependence of 
the science before specializing" 
in either biology, chemistry or 
physics. 
The seminar will begin at 5 p.m. 
in the Student Union Building with 
a presentation of the earth- 
science curriculum project, fol- 
lowed by dinner In the cafeteria 
and a discussion by Dr. Taylor 
of the project curricula. 
Long Beach 
Dance. 
Summer School 
the 
of 
CLUB & 
CAMPUS 
FASHIONS 
Advance tickets may be or- 
dered from Mrs. Jinks, Box 890. 
EKU; at Si each. Tickets will 
sell at the door for $1.50. 
Puzzled        L'Ll-i Registration is a bewildering process, or so this student 
thinks. He scratches his head in wonder as he watches the 
the student in front of him fill out one of the endless amount 
of IBM cards that are a part of the process. 
(Staff Photo by Craig Clover) 
Archaeology Professor Studies Site 
Found By Student On Eastern Farm 
Archaeology students at East- 
ern looking for a site to investi- 
gate don't have far to go. 
In fact, it was a student Steve 
Abney, a Junior from Lexington, 
who told archaeology professor 
David Ward that he had found 
arrow heads and other artifacts 
on land owned by EKU. 
Ward Investigated and found 
there was, Indeed, an archaeolo- 
gical site on the campus, pos - 
sibly the site of an Indian Til - 
lage. And now, with funds pro- 
vided by the University's di- 
vision of research, he is con- 
ducting what he calls "archae- 
ological investigations through 
excavation." 
Excavation, he says produces 
a great deal of data from both 
the surface and the subsurface 
of the site. "As artifacts and 
features are uncovered during 
excavation, their horizontal and 
vertical position within the site 
must be recorded." e. 
Students working with Ward are 
thus learning excavation and 
also the difference between ex- 
cavation and survey. A sep - 
arate faculty research grant is 
sustaining work by Ward in sur- 
veying archaeloglcal sites a - 
long the Kentucky River drain - 
age within the near Madison 
County. 
He is interested in learning 
the locations of as many arch- 
aeological sites as possible in 
the  area.  He has sought    out 
some local amateur archaeolo- 
gists and has talked to some 
farmers who have archaeology 
sites on their land. 
In his field research on the 
campus, Ward has used a 
transit,     shovels and trowels, 
stakes, and other equipment pro- 
vided under the faculty research 
grant 
Archaeological field re - 
search, following a site sur - 
vey, begins with a contour map, 
followed by the establishment of 
a grid system, which will in - 
dlcate at what depth artifacts 
are found. 
A controlled surface collec- 
tion usually follows showing the 
distribution of potsherds, burn- 
ed clay, fire-cracked rock and 
the like. Such a survey might 
also indicate where such ac - 
tivlties as cooking and working 
occurred. 
Excavation follows, often with 
test pits, the digglng-up of a 
square area marked off by stakes. 
Sometimes two or more adjacent 
squares are excavated in what is 
called a "trench" in the hope of 
uncovering such site features as 
houses, pits hearths, stock - 
ades and the like. 
Ward, in his proposal for a 
faculty grant, pointed out that 
the site on Eastern's campus 
should be dug "before It is 
destroyed by construction ac - 
tivlty." 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
x   24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
ALL CABS OPERATE EMM THE SAME OFFICE 
Techniques and data from 
the research project Ward says, 
could be useful in developing a 
class in archaeloglcal field 
methods. 
Observatory 
Opens Monday 
The Smith Park Observatory, 
located on Kit Carson Drive on 
the campus, will be open to the 
public ' every (clear) Monday 
evening during the spring sem- 
ester. The program will begin at 
7:30 p.m., and last about one 
hour. 
The programs will consist of 
an up-to-date non-mathmatical 
look at astronomy. Visitors will 
have an opportunity to use the 
telescope to view some of 'the, 
more important/features of sthe* 
Spring sky. 
Some objects now visible 
are the planets Venus and Saturn, 
the moon and the Great Orion 
Nebula. 
If any persons are interested 
in a special area   of astronomy 
or wish to schedule a group pro- 
gram, this   can be arranged at 
their convience. 
For further information con- 
tact Karl F. Kutux Memorial 
Science Building Room 216 or 
Tom Eubanks, (Planetarium Lec- 
turer, Cincinnati Museum of Na- 
tural History), Combs Building, 
Room 310. 
By CHIP TOLBERT 
ESQUmrS FASHION EDITOR 
ALL RIGHT NOW, when was the last time you wrote home? Well, 
we suggest this might be a good time to get off a letter—particu- 
larly with the holidays coming up. Granted it's more blessed to 
give than to receive...but it never hurts to drop a few hints. And 
here are some fashion items that might make excellent entries on 
your Christmas list: 
SPORTCOATS SUR6E to the fashion fore- 
ground with big, bold plaids—giant Glens, win- 
dowpanee, pattern-on-pattern overplaids—the 
bolder the better. Side vents are deep... up to 
14 inches... and waist suppression furthers the 
trend toward shape. While on sportcoats, we 
should mention the Billiard Cloth Blaser. Tai- 
lored in bulky, hefty baize in single and double- 
breasted models, these new blazers have the 
soft, smooth look of a billiard table-top—with 
colors to match. In addition to the traditional 
navy, brighter blazers will be seen in real bil- 
liard green and camel, tan and gold shades. 
Try this blazer with patterned slacks—so pop- 
ular right now—and you should chalk up lots 
of points. , 
COIR SAUYAGE —the rage of the Continent last season—has 
come into its own in America this Fall. The literal translation 
from French is "wild leather" and you can recognize it by the 
antiqued finish which gives an interesting—and totally new— 
look. Styles abound—a Western cowboy version made famous by 
Steve McQueen, aviator/bomber jackets with zippers going in 
every direction, three-quarter-length belted models with deep cen- 
ter vents, notched collars, epaulets and detachable pile linings. 
Prices vary greatly...from about $75 to over $400...so you can 
really go wild when purchasing your new "wild leather." 
THE COONSKIN COMEBACK is big news for college men...but 
we don't mean those ratty refugees from second-hand shops. Brand 
new furs with healthy sheen and high styling, the look we like.is 
maxi-length with belted back and sprawling notched collar. Many 
come with brilliant colored linings for added dash. And if raccoon 
doesnt grab you, try... 
NORWEGIAN HAIR SEAL in a short double- 
breasted, side-vented coat... again with notched 
collar and belted back. Or a seal parka—mighty 
handsome with leather piping and stand-up 
collar. Then there's lynx, muskrat, kangaroo, 
Russian wolf (great for a greatcoat) and of 
course mink... for them as has I But should you 
want to try fur fashions without too large an 
Initial outlay, take a look at the models avail- 
able in acrylic pile. These coats capture the 
look, the warmth, the luxurious trappings of 
fur at a fraction of the cost... and require little 
upkeep. 
THE EASY SUIT brings a new concept to college wardrobes, with 
gang* of latitude for the'v3magiMtive dresser. In this case "easy" 
(means "easy to interthatte," foTO^tffcjHt'that can be just as 
easily worn with turtleneck as with*shirt and We. The jackets range 
from variations on the Regency theme to double-breasted pea-coat* 
...some are fly-front, some collarless. Trousers are generally 
slightly flared... and the over-all look will stamp the wearer with 
distinct individuality—no bad thing in this era of fashion revo- 
lution. 
LAST MINUTE SUGGESTIONS for that Christmas list: matching 
mufflers, gloves and sweaters in bright wools, either solid color or 
border-striped... bodyline sportahirts... toiletries (there's such a 
raft of new products and scents, we suggest you check them out 
first...then indicate specific preferences). And for Pete's sake 
don't forget to tell Aunt Martha neckties are getting wider this 
year! 
eowrisM INI KSQUiaX. lac »I 
Biology Professors Bransen, Batch 
Have Scholarly Works Published 
Recently, Drs. Branley A. 
Branson and Donald L. Batch 
have published three papers on 
various aspects of the Kentucky 
fauna. 
One paper "Land Snails from 
Pine and Big Black Mountains, 
Kentucky" demonstrates the 
relationship between the Smok- 
ey Mountains of Tennessee and 
southern Kentucky, and was pub- 
lished by Sterklana (10 pages). 
A second paper. "Notes on 
Exotic Mollusks in Kentucky" 
(Nautilus), summarises what is 
known concerning introduced 
mollusks In Kentucky and   re - 
portent contribution, since It 
represents the first observe -| 
tion of complete breakdown 
the mechanisms which keep per-| 
ches separated as species. 
ports several species hereto - 
fore unknown from the Comm- 
onwealth. The third paper by 
Branson and Batch appeared in 
the Transactions of the Ken - 
tucky Academy of Science; it 
reports several species of cen- 
tipedes from Northern Ken - 
tucky. 
A fourth paper, by Branson, T\p JT)jcfrihllted 
a description of a new-species uy Lsloll lUUieU 
of slug from Oklahoma, appear- 
ed In The Southwestern Natura- 
list. A final paper, a compre- 
hensive study of hybridization 
in two true perch, appears in 
Copeia. The test paper Is an im- 
Blotters To 
Phi Delta Theta fraternity ] 
soon be distributing, free of I 
charge, desk blotters to everyl 
member of the Eastern student! 
body. 
SteBJtJSJ|BSJSte| 
GxJfp owu Mxw 
JOCkEK 
BMAMO 
BATH 
KELT 
Ckue&Mk'j 
FASHIONS FOR MEN 
202 SOUTH THIRD STREET 
BBBBl 
-i. 
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In order to promote and pro -    1. The academic community re- wniCh     sanctions   shall be tin- not reflect 
EKU stands     In a lone   and «ect   Its puirpoie, Eastern Ken - quires responsibility and asys- posed, the University takes cog- University. 
•    •     UnivsrcHv ta« *n nhltra - tern of order    suDDortive of the ni.<„».*   «* «.rt.i. f.,»i.m«n»iii      n   ,    :.* 
/ 
discredit upon   the contribute    to the vital flow of 
di^nful.h^%raStionlo?Jhigr ^l« wobliga - Urn of order   supportive of the SaanV'V ceTuuTfundZnintoU "Tirfhe administration    of SKTSLS f80™1™   <* 
er education. Its students  fee - «<» *° malnttin  an atmosphere educational  process  which    is rights, freedoms   and   respon - dtsctolSww   mSmnsT Seaf S^-JSE?1!^ . JKf" 
^ty^ndaS forma? academic of academic freedom, to set and the purpose    of the University, g^^ of students: cused student"55   be acW SSSS?^ ^h*0™,!?!?™ 
ammZhwM^^lMtaZ maintain standards of scholar - Order   implies   non- disruptive     u As citizens    students enjoy ed nraeednni   tSLJZ   f?.Z £8*tu*lon   °*  l»*«»r learning. 
^SrSharacter^^fh^w **> Md conduct for students of conduct,      an   observance     of the same frWm  M Ire gSr- £5522^hetne??™.^ •U?8to2£ 8*2* on "* "**" "^ 
^yhtmSa^^ 5J- »• Univaralty, and to   provide JLW.  a state of peace, and free- anteed by the Co^utionTof $o^ 
avenues for responsible student dom from disorder or confusion, the United States and the Com- ciDleTc? *!• h™?..^LEi K •? - 0?" 0r "Jfy TOntribut« ma- 
dtiaenshlp in theacademic com- Disruptton of the educational m0nwealth of Kentucky^* nave rented to th725 tff £ onrt|di£rr,Sb^20,U ?^y SerVe 
inanity, process by a member or group the same duties    and respon - stadeht raeives AiruTl?6 Z<?2?*? ^^   and ,7*5 " 
members of the   community slbUitles   as   do other citizens, awe tnJtoJnl * ^^    *     makil*   POllCles 
samzatlons, and societies, la 
rightly considered unique as 
a community and should be gov- 
erned, respected, and supported 
as a university community. For- 
mally, EKU»s purpose has been 
defined in part as being: 
to provide for its students 
those Intellectual and cultural 
pursuits   which will develop in 
Encourages 
Citizenship 
'denies to all other members the 
pursuit of their individual ed - 
ucational purposes. 
2. The University community, 
existing    within   a   democratic 
society, can be maintained only 
while the University must re- *hwM«»V r.on^»   *«.. i« i„ -H them habits of scholarship and tain   the   responsibility for the SS^,J5!2,BSLS! ^ !£     2 intellectual     curiosity; which structure and M*«L, ~* 2 ! ****** to the maintenance of and ^ 
will provide   for them a deep academic 
C. Privileges and responsibilities 
of the citizens of the University 
community: 
On Joining the University com- 
munity, the student  enjoys so - 
cial   cultural, and   educational 
Admission to the University opportunities. He 
Admission 
Open 
understanding of American ages citizenship within the corn- 
democracy and their role in munlty, and it receives con - 
maintaining its strength and vi- structlve student advice and op- 
tallty; which will imbue them lnlons for University Improve - 
with an understanding  of man meats. 
t of the ' «» University's   services, the role of a citizen of the corn- 
community, Hncour- £*"* ** 1£L£d 7g255 H^!LJ^^SSTB to T£ munlty "*   ,*r-8 to •**"• * *e~car«taUy     considered Ct
'- - » to all students without regard to the i^guUtions and    standards inions of thestudent community 
for the publications. 
S. The Student Council the 
representative body of the Stu- 
dent Association, brings into fo- 
cus the interests, concerns and 
hopes of all the students in the 
University community, and by 
means of decisions and resolu- 
tions can give effective voice to 
Sifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cards 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
and his aspirations; and which 
will enable them to communi- 
cate effectively and efficiently. 
This  purpose       can    only   be 
achieved though    the total   ef- 
forts  and the entire    life 
the University community, 
through    the single avenue     of 
"classroom experiences. 
L*fc!uSr£& ^«iSonsaWisS ^rS^LS^TS^SSt9' "&"  1«S^J-«—«- Hi beneficial   influence in   the 
•Wted o? el^ .J1S community   springs 
a7***rntr. mmmnnih, »earn ana  to evaluate taeas ana important, his assuming the role from and is enhanced     bv   its 
^?*?£ "SEES --comMs^^^%^.^«-rtd«^X^^""tts'«"- 25£n-! SJ^ ■ttonal  procws     and la    de - munlty Implies   • positive r« - lems at students, the educ»Uon<U L ££gsi2£%£ ttsrEFZUz asirwrisSr Ha£EsKr=;"-ir - 5=-"STSaSK M«,. 
ssss-Arr arusS rsS?ss^^rsa.—. for standards     of conduct de - JJ veloped   as a result of the Uni - 
" versity's  educational  obliga  - 
Uons: 
rS^3C ft*. 
SPRING!!! 
(2)mart   CJnops 
3>C\<22/ye> 
O"^ 
Co/7 
N. 2nd St 
•y <*ue urtmr 
^v^l^b^^)'' 
Ph   «23-M0O 
toward   these purposes ^ be m^tyT ^e^es^I ^ 
EiLSlS^iS'tSSXSi secure "* resiH,ct 8Uch 5«»I looked^pon (STTV«htt? an? f'.i™^, to ^ Md ^S11? coitions is shared by all mem- obligattondmllar to thV rV- 
a° whol^r examnr^rf ^ ^ «»e academic community, qulrements 0?^ SemberTof 
a whole. For example,   plagi-     4. students are free to   di»- any community Cb) as anoDDor- 
*™» «Che!2Sand,imd»S,,lSecU5S. to eJroress    °Pln»<»» iS»Sty tor    sducatioBaJ^SSwth 
Student 
On Regents 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash, 
let tHir attendants do it for you.1' 
2 Mocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
Ethical, Moral 
Standards 
4.   Ethical   and moral stand- 
ards, evolved in society over the f^uated 
»-_i.'_i        ....     ...      . .      Mis  hoclc 
4. The elected president   . 
opinions     on matters that con- national, and"   world   citizen - the Student Association, if a resi- 
cern them. Such expression   of ship;   and (c)   as   a means of dent of Kentucky, is. by virtue 
opinions and discussion must be.  personal   fulfillment,   enrich - his office, a member of the Boai 
carried out   in an orderly man- m«nt and growth through par - of Regents.   In this capacity 
not disrupt op*- tlcipKtton In the decision -mak - has the opportunity  and the re-l 
erations of the University. 
5. Students have a right to 
the 
in 
basis centuries,  are a part of the fab- . 
rlc    of culture. The temporary ^    meettng   a 
and merely apparent anonymitydemlc  criteria 
of the University community can- tl rs6« 
& 
in courses  solely oa 
of their performance 
ppropriate   aca- 
establlshed 
not free the   individual 
institution   from many conven- 
6. 
«sT 
f
-^Pr 
*•*• 
CARAVELLE* 
OMUwof BULOVA 
has everything 
you'd expect of 
a fine watch... 
(except a high price) 
in j 
MM  I 
respect for the 
rights and property of others, 
each person should strive to con- 
duct himself in a manner con- 
sistent with widely- accepted 
proprieties and traditional 
teachings; further,   each in-: 
dividual   has an Obligation to act contained in such records shall 
in a manner which   is In bar - *• for thes* Purposes: f»\ .. - 
:7.m.i 
^» ••. 
from 1Q95 
o. Written records   concern - 
- ^ student   academic achieve - 
ttonal expectations. In" dress in ment»    activities,    health   and 
behavior, in social relationships other arefts rented to university 
lattendance    are necessary and 
ital to the university operation. 
Academic records shall be* main* 
tained 
in 
separately from other; 
student records. All student rec- 
ords, are confidential. The use 
or disclosure     of information 
Effective campus 
and   responsibility (Das
ing processes in the   academic sponslbillty to represent the < 
community. Responsible citizen- inions, feelings and suggestior 
ship   results    from student in - of the entire student   body   U, 
ltlative   and cannot   simply be the Institutional governing board. I 
decreed by the University fac-     5. Students   serve on various! 
ulty and staff,   no matter   how official University   boards 
committees. Through   this par-| 
ttdpatlon students   perform 
Invaluable function of lmprovir 
communications      between 
students and the University fac- 
ulty and staff; they bring the op-1 
inions and concerns of the entirel 
student community into focus onl 
particular areas   of committee! 
responsibilities, the better    to 
define and  to achieve the goals I 
of the University  community as 
a whole   and   to enrich the in- 
dividual lives of all its members.! 
TAX SHELTERED 
ANNUITIES 
well-meaning they may be. 
Student 
Responsibility 
P.O. 
OremG. Wright 
4085 
f 
citizenship 
encompass 
Lexington, Ky. 40504 
tenting 
The student 
respon- relationships 
has a variety of 
to the University 
-Jewi 
ttlFF"A--frecWen jeweled, 
wtterproot* Swwo- ucood 
MiNSftu <»J x«-'»9'* RJifllsMI 
WWeEtS-rreciiloejeweted, 
•tatjjc styfing. cord bracelet. 
S12J9 
 1  
"If you 
■me 
CHRYSLERS 
IMPORT CARS 
Simca   -   Alpine 
Tiger  -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPANY 
W.   Main   Sf Dial   623 
Call  or  See   Gip   Parke  or  Letter   Ev. 
iS 
mony with the rights and priv- slstin8 *be student to attain ed- every aspect of student life and 
lieges of others. ucational   goals (2) meeting le~ activity. 
5. While the University   may *** responsibilities, or (3) pro *      A student's personal 
sometimes appear to be set a- ¥ldlJ*   tor the safety of   per -*• sibillty may be    demonstrated community. While   these relat- 
side from the larger community evns'or property. and exercised through diligence 
of which it is a part It is 7- Students are free to fbrtii W*1 alertness In academic pur- 
created and financially support- **** Join associations with other 8Uitst ** wel1 as in effectiveand 
ed by that larger community University students provided constructive actions in rec - 
and has responsibilities to it. sucn organizations are con■ * ognized student organltatlons and 
Bach member of the academic sonant with the purposes of tbntgjjier ■ cocurricular activities, 
community must recognise his University and conform to ee%**stu<,e,w *r* encouraged to es- 
unlque relationship to the larger abllshed University regulations'ercls* *•>•*» right to discuss 
community. Each individual must. *?^ P"0110 1awS^ ^embersM|^m~^^w1h*ch ' .concern them take reaponsibUity for his own ln non-university organisational W;» *ntttato changes by means 
actioas; and • values and for rec- are assumed, rby ^tbe.stwtosts as °f 4 commui^ttn*jdjh appropi 
ognlalngthat his actions and citizens and not as students ofS^naSSHSv^Sl £°SS 
ralues reflect upon the uni - representatives of the Uni V*1* adndnistrativs staff. la this 
verity community. JSKTSffTwJ^ 
In determining   the standards tod toiiisnreU*t'snchBffiK--,^1gW^^ 
to be set    and the manne,    In .hios and resultant anHvitios ^A^^^^J^ 
tional and, social effectiveness of 
the   University.   Many  official 
channels are also   available for 
the exercising of campus citizen- 
ship. Through election by  fel - 
low students   or through  var - 
tons,  processes of appointment, 
students   are   chosen to   rep- 
resent other students and also to 
present  their own    views    ln 
meaningfully    contributing   to 
the goals,   policies and gover - 
nance of the University. Among 
the many avenues for such con- 
tribution and Influence are   the 
following: 
1. Student participation on 
hearing committees or the Stu- 
dent Court may aid ln the smooth 
functioning of University pro - 
cedures and regulations and 
help assure the Just and fair 
treatment of students accused 
of violations. Through active 
residence hall house councils 
and inter-dormitory boards stu- 
dents may review, recommend 
and help formulate policies 
affecting student life in thehous- 
St.       ing units. 
2. Through University student 
: publications,   the student    may 
Southwestern Life 
HXMWKX OOUPANY • MUM • 
ifianp iHoon* Antique* 
New Moons Gifts 
Ho Is handsome that handsome does."—Gay—1713 
Ey** <** Valentine's Day 
Mid create something, yea must be something Goethe 
WELCOME 
Students and Faculty 
COMPLETE LAUIWRY 
and 
DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
SHIRTS. PANTS ON HANGERS 
AT NO EXTRA COST 
SANITONE DRY CLEANING 
ONE DAY ON REQUEST 
MADISON LAUNDRY 
and Dry Cleaners 
ACROSS FROM MIS STATION 
Phone 423-3500 Third & Water 
etYMDON HOTEL 
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 4047S 
GEORGE 
DOIT!" 
[o. 
DAY 
five till nine 
curb or cony-out 
J-BOY 
BOX 
69c 
J-BOY 
french fries & 
coleslaw 
a regular $1.00 value 
TUESDAY 
five till nine 
dining room only 
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
U.S. Highway 25 
HELP YOU 
PLAN YOUR FAMILY'S 
FUTURE SECURITY 
—contact— 
GEORGE 
RIDINGS. JR. 
B^BBKBHIBBBB^B^HSIBB ifcl ^:%M' -*s>fe. %■ IBBI|M)BBWHinwt!H BUH KR^ffiisS^^eH 
LVXON BLDG. BIG HILL AVE. 
PHONE 62S-48S8 
LIFE, HEALTH, ANNUITIES 
PENSION AND GROUP INS. 
■ 
Triumphants.. 
new world-beater separatee ln the laahingest fash- 
ion alliances you'll see streaking around spring. 
Brass-winked blazer, far left, abut $21; print 
blouse, about $11. Vest, center l«ft, about $14; 
striped knit shirt, about $9; Pantantrt, about $10. 
Frilled shirt, left, about $10; mini-el. irt, about $11. 
Button-down shirt, right, about $7; vtst, about $14; 
plaid pants, about $14. Plaid suspenier skirt, far 
right, about $12; rufflelcollar shirt, about $0- Sises 
5-15. Solids in blue or green, 90% rayon, 10% flax. 
Plaids in blue, shown, or green combinations, 70% 
rayon 80% cotton. 
B I^^^^BKSB I 
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University Community, Landlord, And Student Organizations Discussed 
versity   community   apply to a  tivities of the University in - offensive,   or   lacking' in good services or In payment   of any 
} • student throughout all aspects of eluding aides  or abetters. taste. ' financial   obligations to the Uni- 
ionships   are not unique or  rig- M8 campus life  whether in the    3, The use of  coercion, riot or     1°. Violating   University re*- versity} 
idly compartmentalizedf for ease class room, on University prop- physlcal    violence   to interfere unions concerning the opera -    H. Failing to comply with the 
rules relating to the use of cam- 
ai i»i»..«..—.---, --- -—- W«»IWH   Uu.».....v  r--.  i  •»«*«•- W.«.«*UIHK I» 
of presentation,  regulations  and erty> ln University   housing,  la^Jg   the freedom of  expression tion of motor vehicles; 
disciplinary     procedures      are 
divided into three categories: 
The University Community 
The   University   as   Landlord 
The University and Student Or- 
ganizations 
Each of these aspects of stu- 
4
 dent life is treated in this sec- 
tion. Included are (1) regulations 
an organization meeting or in t^ the legitimate activities 11. Appropriating public prop- pus buildings and other Unl - 
class-or organization- related of otherg ln orlnvlted tothe Unl_ erty or private property not his versity owned or operated fac- 
activtty. versity community. own wltno"* fie consent of   the ilities and services; 
person* 
5. Furnishing false   or mis- 2f"f» JJM»"£? Mf "****?' enl taW8 to Unl -barbiturates   "d   similar sed- 
officiais   or   on  Uni- aUv«. amphetamines and sim - 
Offenses 
Listed 
Listed  below 
Induce    another to   com 
IS* Possessing or using   any violation of local, state or fed- 
are    offenses 
] and (2)   offenses which  may re- whlCh may arise in the student's u ■ quire disciplinary   proceedings, relationship as a member of the ..      l l J    , 
, Later sections discuss the com- University community: versity     records     "or "uterineUar  s*lnWtaan»,  or    hallucino- 
\ position of hearing  agencies and     h Cheating     plagiarism,     or Qr ^ such records genlcs   ln either the  refined or 
' committees, the sanctions which other forms of   academic   dis- (lnclud£L official   identfficatibn crude forms    exc°Pt und«r   *»• 
; may be imposed for offenses or honesty  including     the acquisl- ^ris)^ direction of a licensed physician, 
> for violation of regulations,  and tion, without permission, of tests     6  Falslflng of signature. or the giving   or selling of such 
* the appeal process. or other academic  material be-     „ TT—.......n rfA^mv4„ rtr drugs to any other person. 
I PART I longing     to a member of     the 
\ THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY *%%&£"' " ^ 
Regulations   affecting the stu- t ^       ^^ fl*  ongolng ac 
; dent as a member of the   Uni-. 
Off-Campus 
Offenses 
STOP and SNACK of 
BURGER BROIL 
i 
The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
and French Fries. 
Sh< Vanill a • Strawberry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Moin Street Richmond. Ky 
Alcohol 
Noted 
' Further, certain offenses may 
arise When the student is on 
property other than the Unl - 
versity campus and, when that 
student is: 
14. Possessing 
alcoholic 
or consuming 
in 
;'.L Obstructing or interfering, 
while on property adjacent to the 
campus, with the. ongoing ac - 
7. Unwarranted destroying or 
damaging   of public    or private 
ta: T^aging in maliciously 
abusive, violent, obscene, drun- 
ken or excessively noisy behav- 
ior on or in University property 
^Bagaglng in public behavior ^^L^TSf at °" ?f±,i" 
and/or speech which might be ^F^nST^ee? XSS? *• CUlming *° reprMent °r 
construed by members of the "* *~?"* 5? ft** ZS^T^ act in behalf of the University 
University community to be i«- °Tp^in? ^ w^2fSeck *hen «* authorized to so rep- 
,-.,; the nature    of which is such that 
*v^ the presence    of the student on 
Sv: the campee   would endanger the 
p &S student    or    threaten   to en - 
'*   &:? *H»er »'member   of the Uni - 
*$% versity.   -community   or   Uni - 
U AU University housing ac- 
commodations are available to 
students without regard to race, 
creed or national origin. 
2. In order to provide adequate 
student housing facilities, the 
Board , of Regents has Issued, 
from time to time, Housing Sys- 
tem Revenue Bonds, pledged the 
rental income from these fac- 
ilities toward the bond retire- 
ment and made a commitment 
for maximum occupancy of these 
faculties. Consistent with Oils 
commitment, all full-* time un- 
married students, not living ln 
their own homes, are required 
to live ln University- owned and 
operated dormitories until the 
design capacity of all dorm - 
ltories has been reached. Ex - 
ceptions to this policy may be 
made by the Vice-President for 
Student Affairs when the health 
or physical limitation of the 
student is a factor. 
Student Affairs, or, in his ab- 
sence, his designated repre- 
sentative may grant permission 
for such a_search to be made. 
Regulations     shall     provk 
prohibitions against the turning I 
in of a false   fire alarm, tam-1 
SBC 
Room Searches 
pering with fire alarm syi 
or with fire-fighting apparatitf. 
ln any way, interfering witn*1 
effectiveness   of   fire-     safety] 
equipment    or alarms. Any vk>-[ 
lation of   such regulations shall I 
Reasonable effort will be made &• considered a severe offense, f 
to have the students present dur-      2. Rest and Study " J    I 
Ing such a search. In the event of     Housing Regulations shalf *<Ja-l 
such a search, the students will be sonably   provide  for mainfcln -I 
given a wrlten report listing any ing orderly conduct of residents! 
articles removed from the room   and for   regulating activities 
and advised of procedure to  be that proper conditions will 
foUowed    for recovery of   the   rest and  study by the resM 
articles. 
These   procedures ln no way 
limit law   enforcement officers 
from lawful search. 
REGULATIONS 
Regulations concerning   stu - 
dents residing in University own- 
ed    and/or     operated   housing 
have been promulgated and. are . 
ln effect. 
The Men's or Women's Inter - 
Dormitory Boards may sug - 
gest the amendment of-Hous- 
ing Regulations to the Vice - 
President    for Student Affairs. 
4P 
KENNY'S DRIVE IN 
t JSBr 
Your Purchase FREE 
If We Do Not 
Thank You 
-    - Open All Year -. 
Hamburgers-Coneys-Milk Shakes 
BIG HILL AVE. RICHMOND 
Room 
Assignments 
3. Preference of students   ln 
room assignment  shall be given gested amendments, arislngfrom iff*"**' *^2* pl* 
3.  Visiting and. Closing 
Regulations for women's resi-1 
dence units shall provide for 
reasonable closing hours, ^eg-l 
ulations for men's and women's! 
residence units shall pqmdeJ 
mat visits by the opposite1 seal 
be limited to designated fk'" 
areas during specific periods; 
and the wearing of suitable j(t -| 
tire shall be required of ...per- 
sons in these areas. 
4. Financial Responsibility1 
Each student, by accepting the I 
The Vice-President for  Student assignment    0/living space a-1 
Affairs may recommend   sug « grees   to meet all financial 6b- 
" Uy 
. -to- 
tals'or I 
, reasonable ithis     or   other   sources,     ^ «^ ^rther    Mcepts^ r 
room-'the President of the University ability for maintaining 
mates   will be considered  both tor his approval or flsapproval. £* £^T  *£*•"    ** 
at the time     of room reserva- Such changes   in Housing Reg - fO»*«W; «* the event   of 
tion and   at the  end of the first ulations, however, must be keep- •*•  *»  Uving quarters be; 
week of each semester. Ing   wife the following   general g^K!/2&■***!   by 
4   As   a   protection   against concepts and regulations: r°Vz or others,   the 
unr^£nab\e Search and^S-     1. Safety and Sanitation **«*» *ay be asseeae* ~t» 
ure  student living quarters will     Housing     Regulations    shall »«"""* equal     to the, cost    if 
not'be   routinely searched.   No prohibit activities   and/or con- Fa*~5lng     or   rePla<SaK     ' * 
In view     of Its   educational room will   be entered   without dltton. detrimental     to the saf- Culture       or equipment da 
*£cttS   J*£vleTSuT-*»c*^.  in the    absence     * My and comfort   of the   rest 
ed off-campus    facilities,   the occupants, 
University owns and    operates tered    on., — -^- — _ 
^residence    units >u* provideemerg«icy__orfor inalntenance, ^^±^^^^^m ^^^ 
Wtkmsaity property. 
m 
The University as Landlord 
repair     of    t • 
i£S adequate housing   accommoda - '*&**,    sanitation, 
&& 'tlons for students. Among these Inspection. 
.aged  and/or 
rooms will   be en- dents or which would result   ln ouUdtag. 
only ln the event of   an an unsanitary condition detri -     5« Housing Contract 
or for maintenance, mental to the health or comfort     A   housing   contract, 
or   safety-of the residents. Such regulations the terms   upon which 
defln igl 
spac< is I 
cmtmm •rax:::* •x
;:-x-x;:-x:: 
& 
single women, 
should include but are not limit- rentedr is required   of all st 
The personal    belongings of ted to, prohibitions against over- dents residing in university or 1- 
^a^tort™^'StolJTir- a studentwlU not ~be7outinelyload of'eiectrical circuits, stor- ed or operated    housing unjs.l 
I '■££ In ttie Oration* ttese searched,   but in rate Instances age   or preparation of   food m Each student  is responsible 
1 .ssi^s'STvissz swhich0dan?er ste todyini£s2^^u^tarvr*tl^or ss^^e term8 >: h=. «^«r^^     „-w-««    rv,n„4«,o the occupa ts   and/or   buil ing maintaining   unsanitary 
exists,    the Vice-President fordittons. 
residence units, the   University 
:%• has adopted     certain    policies 
and regulations. 
and 
con - dltions   of the contract 
which space is rented. 
y 
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THE RICHMOND - EAS11RN STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICE is o service 
of your Student Council, initiated to benefit you, the students. Presenta- 
tion of this card will entitle you to the discounts listed. These discounts 
are given as a community service by the participating merchants, and 
your cooperation is needed to continue this service and cause it to grow. 
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STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD 
• I 1         i i|H1 
• II 
• I 
• I I 
• 1 1      i 
• I 
50c 
A SERVICE OF YOUR 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
Chairman     *'P  CoWeron 
Name SAMPUm_ (Not Valid Unless Signed) 
■ 1968-69        Expires Sept. 1, 1969 
NOT TRANSFERRABLE 
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Student 
Organizations 
The University as Supervisor j 
Student Organisations 
The University recognises 
role which   organised activity 
serve   ln enlarging the eduoal 
ttonal experience of the mem fi- 
bers of the University   com - 
munity. Intellectual and     per It 
sonal growth   take place ln stu- 
,ttons   which   have 
lers and   effect! 
«biente,,uAre   i 
.participate, in 
led by these o 
and the staff of the 
University serves to assist stag- 
dent organisations In thjb p: 
grams. 
As a consequence,   the 
of Regents   has adopted, crite 
for the approval   of student 
gantsatlons and provided that 
Faculty Senate shall review 
act on requests for such app 
Criteria   for   this, approval   ant 
procedures to be followed ln seek- 
ing approval are included In the 
Handbook for Student Organiza - 
tions. published by the Office of 
the  Vice-Presldent  for Student 
Affairs. 
Organizations duly recognized 
under these policies and pro - 
cedures enjoy certain priv- 
ileges: 
1. A meeting place may be as- 
signed ln available University 
facilities. 
£.. Appropriate and available 
facilities for social functions 
maybe assigned to an organiza- 
tion in accordance with Univer- 
sity policies. 
8. Representation Is gained on 
the Student Council of the Stu - 
dent Association. 
4. The privilege of par - 
ticlpation In specified activities 
50c : 
I : 
«Wi   IK WWtKK
CARDS MAY BE PURCHASED FOR $.50 
IN ROOM 201 Of THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
•      BEGLEY'S DRUG STORE 
203 2nd St. 623-2644 
10% Discount On AH Merchandise 
Except Tobacco. Food, Promotion or Rod Tag Items 
ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE     COLONIAL CLEANERS t 
1110 S. 2nd St. ♦23-5400 
10% Discount On AH Food And Beveraaes 
Eastern By-Pass 
*23-5t*3 
15% Discount On AH Dry Cleaning 
•   BY-PASS BARBER SHOP        MOONRAY RESTAURANT 
# Eastern By-Pass 
25c Off On AH Hair Cuts Except On Saturdays 
& 
Eastern By-Pass 
10% Discount On AH Food and 
423-5905 
LEHMAN'S DEPT. STORE? 
Wast Mam St 
423-2959 
5-10% Msceaot On AH 
Jk 
\ 
Merchandise 
of your choice 
TO BE GIVEN 
AWAY AT 8:30 P.Mj 
* * * * 
Yea Don't Have To 
Bo Present To Win 
* * * * 
No Purchase 
Necessary 
* * * * 
Start Registering 
Ati tf» prWi      1 
Ja 
Campus Organizations Responsible For Conduct East*rn Progress, Thurs., Feb. 13, 1969# Page Ha 
, 3. The   organisation shall not 
and programs is accorded   the engage     in basing,   disorderly 
organisation. Some examples are conduct,   or social misconduct. 
„., the Homecoming Activities and, 4. The   organisation shall be 
... upon request   and approval, the open to all students meeting rea- 
... special    funds    program    and sonably     established organlsa- 
,B»oo«y-making   ventures on   the tional   qualifications and    such 
University campus in accordance qualifications   shall not be based 
with University policies. 
Concomltantly,   approved or - 
ganlzatlons,   as agencies  within organisations, ■ !«•»<■ 
Jibe University community,    are lflcation may be Imposed, 
responsible   for conforming   to 
University regulations and pro - 
cedures as contained in the Hand- 
book for Student Organizations, 
compiled under the direction of 
the Vice-President for Student 
iv- Affairs. These procedures and 
. regulations were established by 
policy of the Board of Regents 
and administrative Implement- 
ation of these policies. Suggest- 
ions for revision should be 
Brought to the attention of the 
Committee on Student Organisa- 
tions. 
In addition to the specific reg- 
ulations contained in this  pub - 
SeJEfiSi. themselves Board    of Regents    for   state may advise   the Board in mat- .mute a Men's Inter- Dormitory 
as individuals. universities   and  KRS    164.SB0 ters relating to student conduct. Board. ThToean erf wVn^T or 
Off-Campus Speakers provides that the    government     In addition to suspension   or her reDrelentattvf shaU serJe 
Speakers   invited to the camp-of the University   is vested in expulsion,  the  Student    Dls - £ Ad^To^WometfsInteT 
us of the   University may offer its Board of Regents. The stat- ciplinary Board may Impose so- Dormltor?  Board and"th,^ Dean 
fruitful   opportunities for     the ute provides, further, that:        . clal probation, assessment   or of Men? or tuV^^entettv? 
presentation and examination of    "Each board of regents, when   reprimand  as     sanctions    for ,hall serve as Advhwr of    S 
Wees. Such   speakers represent its members have been appoint- disciplinary cases. M^s  tator-Dormito£   Board 
SSSdTS^Krnr2.pgSi " ?" ?11* «» «I "^"l ***£"'"     An «*«*       of . decision of a^ildete SSnfoS. <2unS 
af eUgtouTlpAU S^^JJS^SHt ? £t? * *"*  ?°,2™'   T^^TX tee Stud*nt Disciplinary  Board      Each House Council shall con- 
«S?SJ«l22fl5! XT^ty\CO,P02!? P°!?i2e.*Ild -2? *" * * »«■»*»•«»  or expelled- sider   and recommend    for its 
IJ^^JS^^Li1* °£^'1^f,^tl^ rl*h&' „prtTH?gr dent m»y *» «■*•, through Se own residence unit such   reg - 
 President of the Universtty.io ulatlons deemed desirable    or Must Put Funds 
On Campus 
a! 
»* fm uibuiuuoui u|iuu   IIMJ   urgan- immunities,   n 
ization inviting speakers to the and franchises usually attach- 
campus to observe the follow-ed to the governing bodies of 
log University policies: educational institutions." 
1. No law or University reg- 
ulation will be violated by the 
proposed    speech or program. 
5. The organisation shall com- 2. Reasonable balance shall be 
ply with University regulations offered In presenting alterna - 
regarding the deposit and handl- tlve viewpoints, 
ing of student organization funds S. The meeting will be peace- 
through the Office of Business ful and orderly and will not ln- 
Affalrs of the University and terfere With the ongoing ac - 
shall exhibit fiscal responsible tlvities of the University. 
Ity.  " 4. The proposed    speech or 
6. The< 
sponslble 
4   The proposed    speech or ow»*u «i nfiwu. in »» •—»•»/ .«. <« ;»i   « 
organisation shall bare- program will be relevant to the c«*city, the President brings to a list of six nominee* 
i for Its members' be- purposes of the University and tt* attention of the Board matters by the Student Council, 
nan: the sponsoring organisation.        'or *• &**&»   consideration.     This Committee sis havlor whe  
they   are acting as 
the Board of Regents. necessary   to supplement  gen- 
Student Affairs Committee eraJ residence hall regulationsj 
The Student Affairs Committee SwA recommendations  shall be 
, shall be   established as a per- submitted through the Dean   of 
manent University   Committee. *[en or the Dean of Women to the 
This Committee is composed of ^ce-Presldent for Student Af- 
four members of   the   Facultyalrs   'or  his  approval before 
appointed   by the President   of becoming effective, 
the University and three mem- Judicial Board 
Unl - hers of the student bodyappoin-     Further,    each House Council 
verslty Is toe executive  officer ted by the President of the Unl- sha11 elect, from the residents 
of the Board of Regents. I  this varsity for one year teams from ot the dormitory   it represents, 
     list   f six o inees   elected 'l*e persons   to serve as a Jud- 
icial Board. Each residence hall 
shall     hear Judicial Board shall serve as a 
President Is 
Executive Officer 
The President of the 
icecutl
.
Ucatlon, certain general respon- a, t ey re acti g as mem- n ¥«~M7TIV "\n •-—.,"" «# Student Disciplinary Board" cases of students accused of In- hearing board for those cases 
abilities are Incumbent upon the bers of the organisation (with or strong pubUcfeeliS iverv ef- Kentucky Revised Statute 164.810 Jettons of University ragula- J^ing the alleged InfracUonof 
organization and the organization  without official approval) rather tort  shall     be  ™S to ^vSd Provides that: tions wh«re  such  cases are not housing regulations    brought be- 
-lach board of Regents nay wlthln *» Jurisdiction of theStu- 'ore It by the Hall Director and 
st a committee of tha eac- <tont court or the Resident Hall recommend sanctions to be im- 
' i ti  t  is ti  
is accountable for its activities 
in the context of these general 
responsibilities: 
1. The activities shall be con- 
sonant with the purposes of the 
organization and the University 
and with established University 
regulations     and  public  laws. 
2. The organization shall not 
in activities which     ln- 
!ere    with the ongoing act - 
«, Ivlties of the University or   of 
other approved organization. 
than as individual students. sensationalism  ln~the~DromoI      "*** &*"» f ts ma J™™*; nam ti  x ta st -'»™ " n m *i u i t   
b. an event   Is held (officially £*and^oWt «? ££2K inves p ntf r tbe tee *■* Coort ll
or unofficially) In the mine   of *™ "J """^ * *' m^' ulty with toe powe?  to suspend  *«<** *«& The Student Af. jojjd upon to. determinatton of 
that organization In order   to make possible the or expel any student   for dls - ^rs Committee may Impose so- *uilt.   The  sanctions so   rec- 
c they act in a manner which coordination of speakers' visits obedience   to Its rules  or   toriclal Probation, assessment    or ommend will be Imposed by the 
indicates    such action is   mot- "^ th* ravlew of proposedspe- .j™ other    contumacy'   lnsub-1 reprimand as sanctions for dis- Dean of   Men or Dean   of Wo- 
by mutual membership ech#s ■«■ P***"*. it is nee- ordination, or immoral'     eon^ <*>"»*** cases. men and   ratified   by the Vlce- 
—«•—«—
K
 essary that certain procedures j-^ to „mrv <*•• of .umln-     Decisions of the Student   Af Prudent  for Student    Affairs 
be estabUsh^Tke Student Af - *£ £ SSLtS^i a TSSSt *« cJSmmm     mafS  v-""nlfs      an, appeal   ls lln   PjtmmlMx     am   M«MM^ K~ I_J     , -.     ."T'_™   Jg" SUCh      appeal     Will 
-1
o U-  ciplinary c ses. 
to the organization " •*•**'WK 5eiiSlnZr5c*?u.rw ducfc In every case of suspen-     D»dslons of the Student 
tablished. Th ^       uteloTof   stodeS alrs Com ittee    ay be  ap- Tl*S ,       sou*hL 
d. toe association between, and telrs Committee, as constituted m   DersonVusoenoed orexnaU. P"*** to the Student Discing-? c    "PP6*1  wIU  °e  made     to 
the sctlon of the individual^    ls in *n later part of this   state- ^ ^   zooeal to toe Board^of mry Bo*rd. B* st"dent Affairs  Committee. 
under       circumstances     which ment   ls assigned   the  respon- n-g^L   TheBoard of   Remnai      ''UrOier, this Committee shall I In*er-Dormitory Board 
draw attention to toe organlza- slbility for implementation   of anm\, or-ac-iK. the manner and from time to time review ra»-'    Tne Men'8   tater- Dormitory 
the policies stated above. _^i    ^ D^LdmJ^«Sul*tions   and procedureV  ~Z   Board   "^ the Women's Inter- 
by a student organization of an g^^ mhm„ ^ ftna, „ recommendations   through   an- Ume to Um e'   review   general 
off-campus   speakers' program,   ^ proprlate   channels for amend   residence hall regulations    for 
and in no case less than   five ments,    additions or deletions" days prior    to the event,   the     By prior action, toe    Board/ ««»aons. 
sponsoring    organization   shall of Regents has invested      the 
submit   details of the event tor Student Welfare Committee with 
registration   and approval. The the power to suspend or expel a 
Student Affairs Committee shall student   The   Student   Welfare 
develop  forms and procedures Committee   with the power   to 
for such   registration and re - suspend or expel a student. The 
view. The Student Affairs Com-! Student Welfare   Committee   ls 
mlttee    may designate the Of- renamed the Student Disciplinary 
Way Doc, When I Defect 
That Wonderful Aroma     £ 
of Fresh Baked 
at ANDY'S 
Student Court 
Powers Outlined 
their respective units and shall 
recommend, through the Dean of 
Men and Dean of Women, to the 
Vice-President for Student Af - 
fairs, amendments, deletions 
and/or additions to toe resi- 
dence hall regulations. TheVice- 
Presldent Student Affairs 
shall review each recommenda- 
tion so submitted and, % if he ap- 
flee of vIce-President for Stu- Board and is given the authority ^ J^rSlr. °^i orffwdz- proves, forward the recom - 
to student affairs. formerly    given to toe   Student■«E.T*^2,     T?' 89eaoa 7 <* mendatlon to the President of the 
Welfare Committee. The Stu -•SLSffSSSf0      ^ Stod*nt Uiu>«rslty *w approval    or for dent   Disciplinary Board  Is In- iT»rUA IMTrf. J*8*8 Q> relating recommendation to the Board of 
vested with the authority to sus- !°, ^ez!2rr%F*1 ana By-1*** Regents. 
Pend    or expel a student   a^^1^to^nJ50uncil».»nd(2)in- 
this Board    has original   and 
Agencies 
To Hear Cases 
st t   ^ «»st«»««>» council, and(2)l -     ■„■ 
i l l    Tolvl1* tn'raotions of University R*Port To ■« Conolud^i 
'   ""Mgulatl 
cases where   the susnenatonor^7 *he *r*»Ment. of the   Unl- 
expulslon       of a student Is    a'^ESri 
considered   sanction for the in-     "* 5tud*nt Court "•y   rec- 
reprlmand,    assess- 
Next Week 
DIAMONDS, WATCHES 
•      STERLING, LIGHTERS 
WEDDING BANDS 
All Name Brands — Less Than Rag. 
Free Engraving, on All Purchases while you wait 
KESSLER JEWELERS 
Richmond's Leading Jeweler For 25 Yrs. 
Next Door To Begley's 
Price 
623-1292 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHHSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010 
SPECIAL 
Men's White Dress 
Shirts - Reduced 
For Clearance 
VALUES TO $4.00 
Now $2.00 
and $2.50 ea.  
'■  flEB*C     Richmond's lUcK j j-^^r Since 1893 
Provisioii has been made ft,r frllction   « which (he student is 2£!2*nd     *Srt' 
certain committees   or agencies accused. mA or social    probation as 
to bear cases involving the al- The Board of Regents 
sancfions to be Imposed  lndls- 
of theclpllnary  cases by  the  Vice - leged infraction of    Unlversitv    ™ uamTQ w "•«■"■   w ""S?^17. iJs oi^«^ University has Invested the Stu- President    of Student   Affairs. 
-m     ttiise4,d*,lt Di»clpllnary   Board (for   ' 
cases. The organisational struc-1m*rl3r   *e w,1*lkr# Committee 
ANDY'S Pizza Palace 
"WE'LL DELIVER TO YOU!" 
PROM 423-5400 110 $e«tt 
"LET'S GET PIZZACATED" 
St. 
regulations and appeals (rf de- UIUT«rsilJr «»»■ "i i a m  oai- - »«*««» w onne t n i . 
dsions evolving from heji ld*nt Di»clpl nary Board (for ^Dadstons of the Student Court 
.  i ti l t ck™1"*   th Welfare itt e^»y be appealed to the Student 
with the power to suspend otmt*in Committee, 
expel a atudent and tfaU Board lUesldence Hall House Councils 
has original and exclusive jar- end Inter-Dormitory Boards 
isdictlon jn those cases where Each residence **)) shall 
the suspension or expulsion of have a House Council the 
a student is a considered sane-members of which shall be 
ctlon   for the infraction of which elected by the   occupants of the 
tare of these bodies ls as   fol- 
MK   "V '"■-.'. ***'" 
Board of Regents 
President 
Student Disciplinary Board 
Student Affairs Committee 
Student Court 
of 
hall.   The  Hill  Director shall 
serve  as Advisor to the House 
Residence Halls Judicial Boards *"* 8tM9ni « »ccused. 
Further.      certain of    these   This Board   shall consist 
have been assigned duties    in nine members of »tl*o^»m-5H^^^B125«    ^Jjj 
connection with the   review and«d by the President of the Unl-?"1 "TM *******   offlc#' 
consideration of matters relating verslty. The Vice-President for » •°«r **r  omc*"1 *■ ■" 
to student affairs. Student Affairs, the Dean of Men f?Jm#d  necessary. The    pre- 
and the Dean of Women shall not «*«"* officer of each women's 
be members of this Board   but residence,  hall    House Counci] Board of Regents 164,310 provides for 
• t-.fc 
L* 
plus one elected representattvi 
for each S00 residents of the 
hall shall constitute a Wo- 
men's Inter-Dormitory Board. 
The presiding officer of each 
men's residence hall House 
Council plus one elected rep- 
resentative for each 800 real- 
of the   hall shall   con - 
Ntttaf Vee first, keeps MS nrst '69 Camaro Sport Coupe, "The Hugger 
'CITY STATE 
JUNIOR  ENTERPRISE CO. 
156   OLIVER   ST.,    N.   TONAWANDA,   N.Y.    14120 ' 
PLEASE SEND ME QUILLS 
@25c EA. PLUS IOC HANDLING CHG. 
(EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1.00) 
wmtmmmmttmwM* 
Most of the cars that are competitive with Chev- 
rolets are clamoring for you to buy them now. 
Big deal. (You hope.) 
Chevrolet offers something even better than hope. 
Many popular items are priced less than a year ago. 
Such as Powerglide and large V8's. Head restraints 
are now standard. New advanced-design power disc 
brakes are priced over a third less than our power disc 
brakes were last year. 
So we're offering a '69 Camaro Sport Coupe for less 
money than last year. 
$147.00* leas if you equip it with the new 350-cu.-in. 
250-hp V8 (as compared with last year's 327-cu.-in. 
275-hp Eight), the Powerglide and power disc brakes, 
whitewalls and wheel covers. 
Help us deflate inflation. 
Show up at your Chevrolet dealer's Showdown. 
You'll win. ^■■■B 
'Baudon manufacturer^ luiutetttd retail price; 
including federal excite tax and iugge*ted 
dealer new car preparation charge. 
CHEVROLET 
Value Showdown: 
a * 
$147.00 less than 
last years Camaro with 
comparable equipment 
t 
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A beginning? 
Yes, and on end, too. 
Greeks, a relatively new 
concept on this campus, 
have blossomed from noth- 
ing four years ago, to a dy- 
namic force. 
Now, the/re beginning 
to take their biggest step — 
full-fledged nationals. 
That's, what's happening 
above. Pour Eastern Greeks 
A Beginning...An End 
have gone national at this son lose identity and ind'tvid- 
pr'mt'mg.. Within a month, uality by joining a fraternity 
five more will take the big   or a sorority? 
step. 
Still, Greeks remain an un- 
himum.quantity to many stu- 
dents. 
Are tiny only party groups? 
The Progress set out to find 
the answers to those ques- 
tions. 
With financial backing 
from twelve of the thirteen 
organizations,    the Progress 
Are their members snobbish? decided tq publish this sup- 
Is the cost of being a Greek pUment to expose the Greeks 
too  ~T'""'rtf jKJll I \QT~   -for what they are. 
On the inside pages, at- 
tempts were made to answer 
any question which could a- 
rise involving the entire 
Greek system. 
The answers and insights 
provided should prove inval- 
uable to many students who, 
in the next few days, must 
decide whether or not Greeks 
are for them. y 
Unnllml? !    \        \        «■.      .' 
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Greeks, A La Uncle Sam, Want You! 
Spring Rush Week 
Approaches For 13 
Fraternities, Sororities 
At this, the first of the new semester, 
many Eastern students, especially the sec- 
ond semester freshmen, will be asking var- 
ious questions about the campus Greeks. 
And whether they know it or not, these 
once lowly f rosh will be honored guests at 
the fraternity and sorority floors during 
that period of wild abandon commonly re- 
ferred to as Spring Rush Week. 
You see, freshmen, the Greeks want you; 
and they hope you'll want them. 
Of course, you may wonder just why you 
should waste your time, money, and energy 
to join an organization which offers no 
merit badges, no flashy uniforms, or any 
of the other paraphenalia which is usually 
associated with brotherhood or sisterhood. 
The Eastern Greeks are sincerely hoping 
that you can find enough entertainment, 
character, and scholarship in their groups 
to persuade yourself to finally fold up the 
old neckerchief and take a serious look at 
their organizations. 
The first thing a student usually thinks 
of when he hears the word Greek is party. 
Granted, a Greek organization is the best 
way to "'get into the swing of things" in 
campus Social life. 
Campus Dating Game 
■ 
During Rush Week, there will be more- 
activities for the pledge-hopeful to attend 
than he could ever imagine. There'll be non- 
preference parties, preference parties,,pri- 
vate parties, and dances all through the 
Rush weekend. 
After Rush Week, the Greeks don't limit 
their activities to parties. Whatever you 
want to do for fun (within reason) — as a 
Greek ~ you'll be able to do it 
However, the Greek organizations on 
campus want to remind you that they do 
not consider partying their only purpose 
for existence. In the tew years that Eastern 
has had a Greek community, sororities and 
fraternities have been the sparkplugs in 
charitable drives throughout Madison 
County. 
To list a few of the benevolent projects 
' - (Continued on Page Thirteen* 
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PI KAPPA ALPHA 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
"PIKES" 
MIKE BLACKBURN 
FRANK SMART 
JEFF BONNELL 
TIM LANFERSEIK 
«,«; Ixtuni 
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It* Fraternity Sponsors "Homecoming" Characters 
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Greek Service Projects 
Aid Campus, Community 
Much has been said concerning 
the Greeks and their wide range 
of activities. 
Much has also been said about 
their activities in the social realm 
of campus life, but one area in 
which little has been said, but is 
a vital aspect of life as a Greek, 
is the service projects which they 
perform for the campus and the 
community. 
While at one time Greeks were 
thought of as merely social organ- 
izations,-this fact has become com- 
pletely obsolete. Today fraternities 
and sororities rank as equal to any 
of the other service-oriented group 
on campus. 
The range and quality of the 
projects undertaken have become 
as important as any of the other 
activities of these groups. The 
scope of these projects has not 
been limited by either the neces- 
sity of time or labor. 
Their service projects have 
ranged from participating in cam- 
pus clean-up campaigns to acting 
as foster parents to an underpri- 
vileged girl in Greece. The acti- 
vities are not merely seasonal, but 
are part of their year round acti- 
vities. 
The projects are undertaken for 
the simple reason that they need 
doing, not because there is a lot 
of glamor or recognition to be 
gained. Projects such as tutoring 
an underprivileged child so that 
he might have a better chance of 
making the most of his education, 
or sponsoring a Christmas party 
at the Telford Community Center 
for underprivileged children who 
otherwise would not have had 
any kind of Christmas, these are 
the types of projects undertaken, 
projects which without the Greeks 
would remain1 undone. 
During the Christmas season 
their services become of a season- 
al nature. Projects such as Christ- 
mas caroling for the aged, carol- 
ing for cans for the needy, or 
Christmas caroling at the nursing 
homes are all taken on by the 
Greeks during this swwn 
However, activities continue the 
pear round. Such worthy projects 
as financially aiding the orphans 
benefit or Community Center re- 
vamping are projects which con- 
tinue the year round. 
One fraternity was the campus 
:o-sponsor for the campus blood 
drive conducted by the Red Cross. 
These projects not only benefit the 
campus as a whole, but the rest 
:>f the community and state as well. 
The scope or benfits of these pro- 
jects is not limited. 
Year-round campaigns such as 
Easter Seals, collection for Mus- 
cular distrophy, and collections for 
the heart fund are actively parti- 
cipated in by several Greek organ- 
izations. 
Another area in which the Greeks 
have become a primary influence 
is service in campus organizations 
outside of their fraternities and 
sororities. In recent campus elec- 
tions the office of President of the 
Senior, Junior, and Sophomore 
classes were all members of a fra- 
ternity; in fact they were all mem- 
bers of the same fraternity. 
One. of the biggest contribu- 
tions that the Greeks offer to the 
campus is the service they provide 
by being one of the most ardent 
supporters of the athletic teams 
on campus. 
This past year, before the West- 
5rn football game, one fraternity 
rode the game ball to Western on 
a bicycle, while the year before 
the same fraternity ran the game 
ball to Morehead. 
These activities, besides attend, 
ing all of the athletic contests 'en 
masse' add a great deal to the 
campus and team spirit which are 
so vitally important to winning 
athletic programs. 
The concept or image of the 
Greek system has changed. It has 
become one of responsibility and 
leadership on campus as well as in 
the community as a whole. Ser- 
vice projects and service to the 
college community have become 
integral parts of this time-honored 
system. 
(Continued on F>je 1V») 
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PHI 
DELTA 
THETA 
ft PHI  DELTS" 
President 
STEVE OKESON 
Vice President 
; JIM ASHMAN 
Secretary 
DAVE COATES 
Treasurer 
CARLISS CROWE 
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President 
SARAH 
Vice President 
BECKY GEORGE 
Recording Secretary 
BARB GENTRY 
Corresponding Secretary 
MARY LYNN JASPER 
Treasurer 
DEE GOFF 
Chi Omega Sponsored Fall Carnival 
Greeks Strengthen Values 
Of Family, Church, State 
, .«.».».fc».»J« •>* ****-• 
Are Greeks vanishing? 
Are they merely a phase of de- 
velopment of the recent emergence 
of the campus society? 
Or are they something more 
permanent, something which per- 
petuates itself because of what it 
gives to the member and die way 
it serves its community? 
5 These questions are of utmost 
importance when considering the 
merits of a Greek life during a 
college career. The answers ob- 
tained will depend largely upon 
who answers them. 
They may range from an often 
positively prejudiced reply from a 
Greek member, or a negative re- 
^sponse from^orte who is not as- 
sociated with the system. In either 
case; ohejnust construct his own 
answers from a myriad of facts 
and fiction. 
When asked the question, "Are 
Greeks vanishing?" one fraternity 
member said, "While fraternities 
and sororities are relatively recent, 
brotherhood is something intang- 
ible and has been existence since 
creation's beginning, and will nev- 
er "die." 
The existence of brotherhood 
and group relationships are very 
important in. the Greek system. A 
great deal of their organization is 
based on these fraternal relation- 
ships. One fraternity expressed it 
in this way: 
"Through the centuries man- 
kind -has relied on three great a- 
gencies — family, church, and 
state — to produce better succeed- 
ing generations, which has been 
society's standing goal since re- 
corded history. Each of the three 
has focused on the development of 
better men as the appropriate 
means to that end. Originally in 
the West^|§d now throughout the 
world, there is agreement that a 
better education produces the bet- 
ter man. 
"Family, church, and state have 
.sought to provide these educating 
factors, with family influences' 
dominating. However, soon it be- 
came evident that home-related in- 
fluences were inevitably threaten- 
ed or weakened with the depart- 
ure from home of - the college 
bound. 
'"Fraternities arose to meet that 
threat They grew out of a gen- 
nine need to maintain and 
^atreiri«rtien the values of famny; 
church, and state during the college 
and university years. All fraterni- 
ties seek to help their members 
achieve the better education which 
produces the better man by a con- 
tinuing combination of these three 
basic factors. 
"It is no accident that all use 
the family term 'brother,' no co- 
incidence that the Bible is usually 
present at their meetings, no hap- 
penstance that they are establish- 
ed as chartered arms of the state 
— our colleges and universities." 
The mission of the fraternities 
is clear and inescapable. Their 
task is to encourage and assist each 
member to achieve a better educa- 
tion. They may differ as to some 
of the means, but all have one 
which is peculiarly and uniquely 
theirs, and theirs alone. One which 
cannot be provided by parents, fa-. 
(Continued on Page 1*) 
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Greek System: Discussing, 
Deciding, Majority Ruling 
Pom Is Not Always:f^quired,u .;:', 
-->.■!; toat\$iitrii-. '..- >"■■>-.'   ;?j I 
A student jumped from his seat 
on the floor and proceeded to ve- 
hemently protest a proposal just 
made. 
Before long at least ten stu- 
dents were voicing pros and cons 
in ah argument that was threaten- 
ing to get out of hand. 
Shortly thereafter, the group's 
president quieted down his con 
stituents and attempted to direct 
the discussion in an orderly man- 
ner. 
The scene was one of the top 
floors of Dupree Hall. Members 
. of a fraternity had gathered for a 
weekly meeting. But, at first 
glance, it appeared that the frater- 
nity's members would rather argue 
than anything else, that divisive- 
ness had split this group. 
The members were arguing over 
a question of which charitable pro- 
ject to undertake. Part of the stu- 
dents wanted to devote time to 
collecting money for a nationwide 
drive to stamp out birth defects. 
The others wanted to devotetheir 
lime tutoring underprivileged 
children in Richmond. 
"I believe we should spend our 
time trying to better the commu- 
nity in which we live first," one 
student said. "We can devote all 
the time we want to national 
i drives, which are all well and 
i good, but if we don't start at the 
grass roots and work up, then we 
will never rid ourselves of society's 
ills." 
"But if we don't start doing 
something about birth defects," 
another student interrupted, "we 
can't expect others to do anything 
either. If this generation won't be- 
gin moves to wipe, out cancer, 
birth defects and all other diseases, 
then we're in trouble. 
"It all goes back to priorities, 
and I think this national drive is 
most important, at least right 
now." 
"But what about all these un- 
derprivileged?" the other student 
interjected. "Wiping out birth de- 
fects will do nothing if we can't 
help those who are in such need" 
The president then called for a 
vote. By a slim majority, the group 
elected to help the underprivileged 
children of Richmond. 
The students who had opposed 
the move, voiced some disgust. "I 
was opposed to that," one said, 
"but we've voted, an<J that's what 
we'll do. And we'll do it good, 
too." 
The meeting continued with 
matters of how money was to be 
spent drawing more heated argu- 
ment. 
When the meeting was over, 
the fraternity had allocated a cer- 
(Continued on Page Twelve) 
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President 
Vice President 
•       ... 
Corresponding  Secretary 
11 KA'S" 
Treasurer 
NEJLL  DAY 
rVftfCE   WILLS 
DICK BURKS 
GUY COLSON 
RICH SELLMAIM 
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Greeks Gave Football Team Spirited Send Off Before Game 
Rise Of the Greeks: Friendly Groups To Official Organizations 
KxW: 
Since their beginning, as small 
floor and dorm groups in 1962, 
the Greeks have grown to one of 
the strongest elements on Eastern's 
campus. 
The small friendly groups who 
joined together for parties and 
fun, gradually began to adopt 
Greek names and to refer to them- 
selves as sororities and fraternities. 
Finally, in 1966, the Adminis- 
tration recognized these groups as 
official campus organizations. This 
was done with the stipulation that 
the groups not petition for nation- 
al associations for a two-year per- 
iod. As the groups ended the term, 
they began to petition national or- 
ganizations for the establishment 
of a chapter on campus. 
Prior to the official recognition 
of the Administration, the groups, 
had been forced to an 'under- 
ground' activity. Many problems 
were presented by the fact that 
the members had spread to dif- 
ferent dormitories and new raenr- 
bers also lived in other dorms. 
The main problem of a central 
meeting place  was  solved when 
they were recognized and allowed 
to meet in classrooms. 
After one year of this sepera- 
tion, the organizations were 
granted permission to have all of 
their members situated on one 
floor in a particular dorm. This 
closeness nurtured    the   growth 
(Continued on Page Ten) 
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SO A' Finishes First In Fraternity League 
Intramural Activities Add 
Spirit To A Greek's Life 
Intramural sports is a part of a 
college student's life, but to a 
Greek, it could be one of the most 
important. 
Intramurals were formed to 
give the best possible program of 
team and individual sports to the 
students at Eastern. Competitive 
spirit and participation with fel- 
low students toward a common 
goal are just two of the assets af- 
forded through intramurals. 
And, according to Dr. Barney 
I Groves, director of intramural 
athletics, the Greek system has 
helped tremendously in promoting 
these two. "The intramural pro- 
gram at Eastern has certainly been 
strengthened by the spirit and de- 
sire created by the Greeks," said 
Groves. 
Ron Braun, president of the In- 
ter-Fraternity Council, echoed Dr. 
Groves' feelings. "We fed that 
the intramural program gives the 
Greek organizations a sense of 
identity and a chance for recrea- 
tion," said Braun. "Competitive 
spirit between fraternities reaches 
its peak through these various 
sports activities." 
Sports played through intramur- 
al activities include basketball, 
football, Softball, swimming, track, 
golf, volleyball, and wrestling. 
Listed below is a rundown on 
each fraternity and how well it 
has done in the past three years 
in intramurals. 
Beta Omicron Chi has won fra- 
ternity championships in football, 
basketball, swirnming, «nd voUey- _ 
ball in the 1967-68 season   and 
won the All-Sports trophy for that 
year. In 1968-69, B. O. X. has 
already annexed the fraternity 
handball and football champion- 
ships and is currently in first place 
for the All-SporU trophy. 
Kappa Alpha has done average 
in most intramurals and above 
average in basketball and swim- 
ming. 
Phi Delta Theta came in first in 
basketball in the 1966-67 season. 
In the past three years, it also has 
collected a third place finish in 
football, second place in table ten- 
nis, and first place in softball and 
billiards. 
Pi Kappa Alpha has had the 
following finishes in intramural 
sports: first in track; second in 
football, softball, and swimming; 
third in archery and tennis; fourth 
in basketball; and fifth in billiards 
and handball. 
Sigma Nu Colony has had first 
place finishes in golf and archery 
and a second place in the KTE 
basketball tournament. It has also 
ranked high in football, softball, 
basketball, volleyball, swimming, 
and pool. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon won the 
"B" team basketball championship 
in 1967-68. It has already garnered 
the tennis championship and is 
presently third in basketball. The 
colony sponsors the annual TKE 
Invitational Tournament. It ranks 
fourth in overall fraternity sports. 
Theta Chi finished second   to 
B.O.X in the    handball tourna- 
ment. Improvement in other areas 
of Jntramurals Jias. J*ea._^shown * 
since last year. 
Eastern Progress, Thurt.y Feb. 13, 1969, Page 7b 
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Candlelight  Initiation Ceremonies 
Originated From Small Groups 
(Conttnaed from Page Btx) 
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 ters will be arranged in a manne* 
and* strength of the Greek sode- similar to that of the dorm.    A 
ties. small kitchenette will be included 
However, one school regulation m the houses but will be used only 
has held the growth of the groups on special occasions, 
to a minimum of forty-five mem- The same school policies will be 
bers. This quota limited the sorie- maintained in the houses, but the 
ties to very small memberships, as idea 0f one house mother seems 
the graduating seniors were   also to suggest that the members will 
included in the quota along with be on a more or less honor code 
the new pledges. as to the enforcement of hours, 
Thus, when the seniors depart- ^j that disciplinary actions will 
ed, the group still had very few j^ taken by the various sororities, 
members, and were seldom near There are many problems in life 
the maximum number allowed. A m a social group. The Greeks are 
majority of the societies counted no exception to this.   Life in a 
only twenty-five to thirty mem- Greek society is no different from 
bers. that anywhere else. The realities 
A new administration policy has 0f personality conflicts and snob- 
changed this state of affairs, and b^ exist there also, 
has expanded the quota to sixty According to one sorority pres- 
members. A proposal was present- i<kn    ^ a ^despread  con- 
ed to the Faculty Senate, which cem ^^ the entire Greek system 
led to this revision.      _ is dying out on campuses all over 
Plans are now in the making ^^g^   -j^ a attributed to 
for  the construction of soronty ^ ha ** students want more 
and fraternity h°^   The wo- ^vidiiality today and want less 
posal presented to the Greeks will ^ amtm\ ^y ^ standards, 
allow for the soronty houses to ^         £eel that Greek life is 
be built across from Telford Hall. *bktive 
The fraternity houses will be built ^ fc ^^ m ^ imagc of 
out near the by-pass the school ^ .ttato^tt Gleek figure that 
will pay for the construction costs ^ ^     J^bca ^ mged * 
and the Greeks will pay rent for t^niA 
occupation. "^ the Greeks are one of the 
The proposal states   that there ^       ^ mQ$t ^^ de. 
will be alike and the living quar-' (CmUm* o. P.**, ill 
Greeks Serve Various Needs 
Eastern Progress, Thurt., Feb. 13,1969, Page 11 b 
(Continued from Page Ten) 
called upon by the Administration 
to perform services. The Greeks 
are expected to comply. Sometimes 
these requests present conflicts 
with the groups' functions result- 
ing in problems. 
As members have to maintain a 
2.0 grade point average to remain 
an active member, these added de- 
mands on their time, which is 
already limited, are not really wel- 
comed but are taken up as another 
duty; This is only one of the prices 
paid for sorority or fraternity mem- 
bership. 
On occasion, Greeks are greeted 
by the remainder of the student 
body with animosity or resentment 
There are many reasons for these 
occurrences. Though gradually 
through the efforts of concerned 
Greeks, the stereo-typed image of 
the Greek as a social snob looking 
down disdainfully at his non- 
Greek colleagues will be obliter- 
ated. 
Greek social organizations serve 
various needs for the different 
members. There are advantages to 
belonging to a Greek organization. 
One of these is the closeness of 
the members of the group and the 
added advantage of the ability to 
contribute to both the organization 
and the school. For the female 
Greeks there is always the availa- 
bility of a dating service. 
A strong Greek unitprovides se- 
curity for the administration as 
well as for its various members. 
They provide social entertainment 
for the students on a small cam- 
pus where little social entertain- 
ment is provided. 
In the past six years, the Greeks 
have grown from friendly social 
circles to one of the largest and 
most influential elements on the 
Eastern campus which might serve 
to disprove the 'identity-dying out' 
theory, at least on this campus. 
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tain sum of money for a form- 
coming party, decided to buy 
trophies ~to commemorate an in- 
tramural, sports championship and 
tabled a motion to hire* big-name 
band for a dance. 
As a reporter mingled among 
the fraternity members after the 
meeting he began to inquire about 
the importance of a fraternity. 
"Why, you just saw it^* one 
student said. "Talking things over 
making, decisions and doing what 
the majority wants, mat's what, 
we do. And" that's important; Isn't 
itr 
"We have the responsibility to 
administer our funds in the wisest 
way passible. If everybody doesn't 
- . let their opinions be known, then 
we're not being responsive to our 
members.. 
"We're trying to help mar* 
kind," he continued. "And, surely 
; that's important. It's our duty to 
do that, because we have a group 
large enough to accomplish some- 
thing. An individual, alone, cant 
do much. But a lot of individuals, 
united, can get the job done." 
Down the hall, five of the 
group's members had gathered a- 
round a table for a friendly? pok- 
er game. There, the fraternity 
president expounded on a few of 
his philosophies. 
"Sure," he said,   "we perform 
numerous service projects. We also 
give dances   on   campus,     rhat 
serves two functions. It 
Kl
 'entertainment ror me students, and 
you know they need that, and we 
hope it makes money for us. 
"And everybody still puts the 
party tag on Greeks. We have par- 
ties, all right. Name me a Greek 
organization that doesn't And 
tell me .social life isn't important 
to an education. 
"But we do other things with 
our money too. Like give $500 to 
the Meditation Chapel, for in- 
stance. Or buy ads in special Pro- 
gress supplements to help support 
the athletic teams. Or travel to a- 
way games to support the teams..' 
Up the haU by.th* elevator, twt? 
^ students-were arguing '-over   the " 
ibest way to; tutor local, underpri-. 
vileged children. 
In the next room, a discussion 
was under wayr over which big- 
name group would bring the most 
appeal to the college set. 
Back at the card game; the 
group's president and vice-presi- 
dent were thumbing through a 
catalog trying to decide which tro- 
phies to purchase. 
All in all, they were doing just 
whet the one student had said. 
'Talking things over, making de- 
cisions and doing what the major- 
ity wants." 
More than that, they were using 
an old system, the Greeks, to do 
the most for and get the most out 
of the world in which they live. 
Supplement Photos by 
Craig Clover, Ken Hartow 
„.„.and Rohhy WfTtitotk 
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Rush Week Near 
(Continued From Page Two) 
the Greeks have committed themselves to 
in the past year: they have worked for Ac 
Red Cross Blood Drive; been "foster par- 
ents" for underpriviledged children; given 
donations to the HOPE funcj; done volun- 
tary work at the Richmond Community 
Youth Center; collected for Muscular Dys- 
trophy; donated Thanksgiving and Christ- 
mas dinners to needy families; collected 
for Crusade for Children; collected for the 
Heart Fund; sponsored a campus clean-up; 
given an orphans' benefit; and they have 
given contributions to the Century Fund 
for the new Meditation Chapel. 
There are many more projects for which 
the Greeks have donated their time and 
energy, but there is simply hot enough room 
to list everything they have done for this 
college community. 
If you think that you've been slighted by 
the Eastern football, baseball, or track teams 
because you didn't receive a full athletic 
scholarship, Greeks are for you! Although 
it's a little difficult to letter in flag foot- 
ball, the Greeks offer a full intramural 
athletics program. 
Competition is fierce in every sport the 
Greeks participate in; and whether it be 
basketball* billiards, or blood 'n guts table 
tennis, all the different fraternities are 
brought closer together through their 
sports program. 
Our Greeks don't guarantee it, but they 
would almost bet mat you as an individual 
Eastern Progress, Thuri., Feb. 13,1969, Page 13b 
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Coach Kidd Presents Game Ball To Sigma Nus Before Ride 
will feel a lot more at ease on the campus 
by taking advantage of the sense of family 
unity afforded you as a member of a Greek 
organization. 
Seldom again throughout your life will 
you be as closely knit in friendship and 
trust as you will be in your role as a mem, 
ber of an Eastern fraternity or sorority. 
By the way, if you're worried about the 
cost of being a Greek — don't be; you 
would probably spend a lot more money 
for entertainment outside the Greek circle 
than you would by sharing expenses for 
parties and dances with your fellow Greeks. 
No matter how you look at it — from the 
benevolent, athletic, fellowship, or finan- 
cial points of view — being an Eastern 
Greek is an experience well worthwhile. 
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Service Projects 
Are Integra/ Part 
Of Greek Life 
Greek Benefits 
(Continued from Page Four 
culty, or staff. It is peer group 
motivation. 
Fraternity chapters can, and 
happily often do, provide the 
timely stimulus which encourages 
their members to go to work to 
develop their abilities and capa- 
cities in the classroom and on the 
campus. 
Because the focus of true frater- 
nity is on people, not things, it is 
reasonable to expect that those 
whose experience has been truly 
fraternal will enjoy lives which 
are people — centered, avoiding 
the tragedy of the inversion which, 
uses people to satisfy love of 
things. 
It is, therefore, not surprising 
that higher education has not 
come up with a better alternative 
for fraternity in its true dimen- 
sions. A true fraternity is a vehicle 
for the development of the better 
man who will help mold the bet- 
ter society, and that should be 
mankind's goal. 
This is one reason fraternities 
give that expressed feeling that 
their system is not vanishing, but 
is becoming stronger. Another 
reason which is often cited is the 
fact that the Greek system is not a 
stagnant system, but one which is 
changing, one which changes as 
the necessity arises. 
mmmm 
Installation Ceremonies—Colorful 
No longer are the social frater- 
nities and sororities merely an out- 
let for social activities exclusively. 
They have become a part of the 
campus community known for the 
services they perform, not only for 
the parties they give, or the dances 
which they sponsor. 
Greeks provide something 
which a campus needs. The tradi- 
tion, protocol, and sometimes gla- 
mor which surrounds them has 
been a part of college for many 
.j   (Continued on Pace Fifteen) 
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Get tin' His Goat 
Fraternity, Sorority Councils 
Established Two Years Ago 
The Inter-Fraternity Council and the Inter-Sorority 
Council were established.two years ago to establish regu- 
lations and assist in Rush Week activities. 
Both councils are composed Of one member from 
each group, usually the president, and officers are 
elected. 
Each fraternity and sorority contributes a certain 
sum of money to the councils, the majority of which is 
used for an all-Greek banquet at the beginning of each 
Rushperiod. 
The councils were also established to iron out prob- 
lems any group might have. But as 6ne president said, 
most groups won't admit they have troubles, so there- 
fore the IFC never gets a chance to function in that 
area." 
The councils also attempt to set general policy for 
fraternities and sororities, and majority rule is consider- 
ed a policy-making decision. But the IFC's power to en- 
force majority votes on Its members has never been 
tested. 
A showdown on the IFC's power will likely come at 
its next meeting The group, along with the ESC, voted 
to finance this Progress Greek supplement, with each 
ISr i er 8harm£ «° ©A"*! cost Two weeks before 
publication Delta Upsilon fraternity backed out of its 
financial obligation to the supplement. 
One fraternity president said he would introduce a 
motion to fine Delta Upsilon, both for its share in the 
supplement and for punitive action. 
Whetfier or not the IFC really has any power will 
be decided when that issue clears the floor. 
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Greeks Are Changing 
(Continued from Page Fourteen) 
generations. It has become synony- 
mous with college in much the 
same way football or ivy-covered 
walls have been associated with 
higher education. 
:
 No, Greeks are not vanishing. 
They are changing; they are be- 
coming more of an asset to their 
members and to the community to 
which they belong. The outdated 
popular impression of the Greeks 
as merely social or party groups 
is rapidly declining. Their image 
is becoming one of responsibility 
and service aside from their social 
Their scope is increasing. They 
are encompassing wider varieties} 
of activities which makes member- 
ship more attractive to an increas- 
ing number. 
This is not to say, however, that 
Greeks are meant for every in- 
dividual. There is a variety of rea- 
sons that everyone on campus is 
not a member of the Polity So- 
ciety or the Caduceus dub. 
When considering the system, 
one must realize his,desires and 
expectations, but also take note 
that the Greeks are not vanishing, 
but are becoming more responsive 
to the individual. 
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What We Think 
:*>• 
If you've already read this special Greek 
supplement, certain opinions of the Greek 
system, and Eastern Greeks in particular, 
should have been formed. 
Many students will have already decided 
that Greek life is not for them. The Greek 
system was not established with all students 
in mind. Certain basic characteristics must 
exist in an individual to qualify him as a 
Greek. 
A student must have good grades (not 
on probation), must be able to afford a few 
extra dollars each month, must enjoy group 
living and must be interested in brother- 
hood and mankind. _ 
For students who meet those qualifica- 
tions, the opportunity exists to go find put 
just what Greeks are all about. A week 
chocked full of all kinds of activities accord 
students a first-hand look at what Greeks 
are like and how they function. 
Hopefully this supplement has at least 
afforded an idea Of the Greek system. It 
was financed by Eastern's fraternities and 
sororities. Work was done by The Progress 
staff, because there is a strong value in 
being a Greek, especially on this campus.. 
The community of Richmond overflows 
with the underprivileged. Greeks spend 
much of their time working in charity drives 
and aiding local poor in efforts to better 
themselves. 
The opportunity for recreation and com- 
petition is found in intramural athletics. 
Greek participation has heightened the com- 
petition in campus intramural athletics. 
Greeks and entertainment and parties. 
Well, they go hand-in-hand. A student 
hasn't lived until he's attended a Greek 
party. 
There are other things too, most of them 
intangible. Things like fellowship, brother- 
hood, spirit, togetherness and a lot more. 
It may sound corny and immature, and if it 
does, maybe Greeks aren't for you. 
Greeks are more than just a club, or some 
civic organization. They're an institution as- 
sociated with colleges and universities. 
They are also well worthwhile. But you'll 
never really know until you go and find out 
for yourself. 
It may be the wisest move you've made in 
quite some time. 
The Eastern Progress 
